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Kay 4th, 1932.

The Honourable Kajor Robert Voir, P.G 
Sinister of Agriculture,
Ottawa.

* *

lîy dear Sinister,

I have only time to enclose certain 
memoranda prepared by different departments with reference 
to proposed outs in agriculture. I am sorry that I have 
no tin© to edit them, but I may say that 1 intended o use

AS I in-fchem as the basis of my conference with you. 
timated to you this afternoon, there are certain sentences 
which will serve no useful purpose and these you will

I was very glad indeed to hearregard as eliminated, 
from you that you contemplate no final reduction in „he
entomological services.

In conclusion may I give you the 
assurance that at any time you feel that the staff of 
KoGill University can help you in any question pertaining 
to the service your department seeks to render to this 
country, you may count on our whole hearted co-operation 
and assistance.

Tours faithfully.

Principal.
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p^et deduction of Government Appropriation 
for Earoh. 31, 1932-33g for Administration
of Destructive Insect and est Act»

The undersigned, viewing with a not inoone!dorable degree 
of apprehension the reduetion of appropriation for administration 
of Destructive Insect and Pest 4et (Tote Ho.49) from the sum of 
$706,000 to $328,300, a reduotlon of somewhat less than half (Plant 
Pathology 43$, Sntoraology 45?!}, respectfully suggest that this 
drastle reduction may have a very untoward effect on the continuity 
of the work of these Scientific Departments, to the misfortune of 
our country at large, and we therefore submit for your consideration 
the following memorandum.

We realise fully the very great importance of measures of
There can be no question about that.economy at the present time.

It will, however, be conceded, we believe, that the more important 
services of the Government should be crippled the least, especially
when such services are in themselves of the highest importance In

In such eases, a small economy issaving money for the country, 
bound to result In a large loss, which, however, may not appear In
the bookkeeping aooounts.

We do not know on what grounds the axe of economy has been 
applied so severely to the Scientific Services, but, in ease 
it be based on the theory that overwroductlon is one of our 
present evils and that this is fostered by research, we

1.



respectfully submit our opinion that the question of whether or 

not there le real overproduction in the world to-day la beside 

the point» because the air, of scientific research is not

necessarily greater, but cheaper and mere efficient production, 

by which alo Canada ean compete with other countries. A 

comparison of State» which support research and those which do

not is sufficient evidence of the value of such work, 

present widespread fear of Sueelan compétition in the world 

Markets is based on the fact that, even la her hour of direst 

économie need, that country ha» been using every effort to in

crease research and Its application to agriculture and Industry.

cannot conceive that the Government of Canada will adopt 

less far-sighted policy.
a

In case tkxt the cut of appropriation to the Laboratories of 

Plant Pathology and Entomology indicates that they are not 

esteemed at their true velue, we venture to point out*

(a) They protect against Importation of diseases 

by inspection at porta (witness the country»* 

freedom from black wart disease In potatoes).

They assist export trade by Inspection and(b)

certification of crops and products (for ex

ample, the potato, apple (and other crop) in

spection service).

(e) They apply scientific research to the study

X.

and control of existing diseases and to the 

breeding of disease-resistant varieties of 

erop plants.
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3.

I % would seem that few of these activities can 
he even temporarily reduced and few even of the smaller 
laboratories closed without less to the country.

Of particular value, for example, at the 
present time. In view of the need of diversifica
tion of Western agriculture, is the work being carried 
on with clovers and other forage crops in the Dominion 
Plant Pathology Laboratories at Saskatoon and Edmonton,
The growing of clover and other legume orops, sc 
necessary in any system of diversified agriculture 
has never been satisfactorily established on the 
prairies, due chiefly to excessive "winter killing”.
At these laboratories It has recently been found that much 
of the so-called winter killing is really due to disease,
the organism of which flourishes at low temperatures# 
With this knowledge available, progress can now be made

On the otherin She production of resistant varieties, 
hand, there are proposals to use this knowledge or exactly

It Is believed that It would bethe opposite purpose, 
possible to Infest certain species of noxious weeds with
this disease and thus have a biological method of weed

control.
Vigilance In the inspection of imports oannot

safely be relaxed.
Inspection and certification of exports cannot

Incidentally, its 

abandonment would seem to annul any prospect of removal of the 
British embargo on potatoes from Canada.

be abandoned without sacrlfioo of tradel
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3. Especially Important with regard to the future is the 

that interruption in ,the training of a technical staff would 

result from cessation of temporary employment of 

during the summer, which would have disastrous results.

The demand has been for better trained specialists.

fact

s tudents

Uni
versities and Agricultural Oolleges have attempted to meet

this demand in Entomology, Plant Pathology, dene tics, 

but with their accustomed
etc. :

means of support, namely, summer 
worz, discontinued, the students in question will abandon

their careers, the investment in their training will be sacri

ficed and many years will have to elapse before a supply of 

well trained men can again be available.

It might be pointed out that the summer employment 

of senior and graduate University students is the most efficient 

and economical

seasonal agricultural work.
means of obtaining high grade assistance in

Without such assistance the 
permanent and higher paid officials must be severely handi

capped and a large part of the irreducible expenditures wasted. 

In view of the fundamental nature of the Scientific services 

and of the general excellence of the personnel thereof, it 

would seem wiser to economise in the secondary services, 

dependent on the Scientific Services and employing a leas

4,

highly trained staff.

It is a matter of common knodrtedge that great

economies could be made in the governmental expenditures on 

agriculture without loss of efficiency. Whether or not Shis 
is the time to tackle that larger problem is another question.



6.
*

Tfcere is, for example, in the matter of*Illustration 

Parma” and«Experimentsl Foras” much duplication o# Provincial

Further, part of the experimental work 

at the latter is, in our opinion (based on the personal ex

perience of one of us), of an obsolete type, valuable in 

pioneer days but of very little value to the present-day far- 

22any examples could be given.

It 1» a fact that the Divisions which have received

and Dominion effort.

mere.

the heaviest outs (Entomology and Plant Pathology) are Just

the divisions which are doing work of the most vital importance

and work which does not duplicate Provincial effort. Further

the standard of technical training and efficiency is very much

higher in thene divisions than in the Agricultural Services 

«Politics” have never entered into their workgenerally*

as they have into some of the Agricultural Services, 

value of many phases of their work is to-day receiving wide

The

recognition, outside of Canada as well as within the Dominion.

The question of curtailing expenditures on 

Illustration Farms, etc. is fraught with political difficulties. 

If, however, the present Government is prepared to face such 

difficulties for the general good of Canada, this might be a 

very opportune time to undertake the reorganization of the

Criticism ofentire agricultural services of the country, 

the present system Is not confined to those outside of it, and

# Dates of seeding teats.
1, Varieties of crops.
2. Since wo have passed pioneer stages the kind of experimented 
tlon must change. This means different kind of staff at Ex
perimental Farms.
*. There is a political side,«many members like technical staff 
to visit constituencies, etc.
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a qualified aonmiseiou would undoubtedly find willing co
oper tlon fron most men in tho Service» 
would Involve economies in expenditure and at the

Reorganization rhi h
same time in

crease the output of vital research and methods of application
of knowledge gained from research oould, without doubt, he

To avoid reourrenoe of duplication and ineffici-effoc ted.

enoy, a permanent Agricultural .dvisory Board should, in our 
oplnicn, later be appointed.

4a. we make our plea for reconsideration of the estimates

•lopefally -iacause of the insignificant saving which this reduc

tion affords.

the more

The amount assigned, for example, to the 

protection of the a rope, pastures and forests of the country 

from disease and ineeot pests is only §326,000 (reduced 
§700,000), a mere bagatelle compared with the values it stake.

Signed: Dept of Botany

from

Phy s los
Chemistry
Zoology

of EoGill University,
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â&* Reduction of Government Appropriatien 

for 'arch 31, 1932-33, fer Administration 

of Destructive Insect and F est AOt.

ïhe undersigned, viewing wi th a not inconsiderable degree 

of apprehension the reduction of appropriation for administration
of Destructive Inseot and Pest Act (Tote no.49) from the 

>705,000 to ,323,300, a reduction of somewhat leer, than half (Plant 

Pathology 49^, Entomology 45^}, respectfully suggest that this 

drastic reduction rany have 

of the work of these Scientific

arum of

a vary untoward effect on tho continuity

Departments, to the misfortune of 

our country at large, and we therefore submit for your consideration

the following memorandum.

e realise fully the very great importance of 

economy at the present time.
usures of

There can be no question about that 
It will, however, be conceded, we believe, that the more important

services of tho Government should be crippled the least, especially

v/nen su on services are in themselves of the highest Importance in 

saving money for the country. In sueh oases, a small economy is 

£>o na fco result in a large loss, which, however, may not appear in

the bookkeeping accounts.

1. "e do not know on what grounds the a: of eoenemy has been 

applied so severely to the Scientific Service», but, in ease

it be based on the theory that ovornrodnotion is one of our 

present evils and that this is fostered by research, we



respectfully submit our opinion that the question of whether or 

not there Is real overproduction In the world to-day is beside 

the point, because the aim of scientific research is net 

necessarily greater, but cheaper and acre efficient production, 

by which alone Canada can compete with other countries# A 

comparison of states which support research and those which do 

not is sufficient evidence of the value of such work, 

present widespread fear of Russian competition in the world 

markets is baaed on the fact that, even in her hour of direst 

economic need, that country has been using every effort to in

crease research and its application to agriculture and industry. 

We cannot conceive that the Government of Canada will adopt a 

less far-sighted policy#

In case that the cut of appropriation to the Laboratories of 

Plant Pathology and Entomology indicates that they are not 

esteemed at their true value, we venture to point out:

(a) They protect against Importation of diseases 

by 1 nopeotlon at port» (witness the country’s 

freedom from black wart disease in potatoes}• 

b) They assist export trade by Inspection and

certification of crops and. products (for ex

ample, the potato, apple (and other crop) ln- 

spection service)•

they apply scientific research to the study 

and control of existing diseases and to the 

brooding of disease-resistant varieties of 

crop plants.

The

(o)

2.

*
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It would seen that few of these activities can
he even temporarily reduced and few even of the smaller 
laboratories closed without loss to the country»

Of particular value, for example, at the
present tine, In view of the need of diversifies* 
tlon of eatern agriculture, is the work being carried 
on with clovers and other forage crops In the Dominion 
Plant Pathology Laboratories at Saskatoon and Bdmonton. 
The growing of clover and other legune crops, so
necessary in any system of diversified agriculture 
has never beer, satlsfaotorily established on the 
prairies, due chiefly to excessive "winter killing".
At these laboratories it has recently been found that 
of the so-oalled winter killing is really due to disease, 
the organism of which flourishes at low temperatures. 
lth thla knowledge available, progress oan now be made 

production of resistant varieties, 
hand, there are proposals to use this knowledge for exactly 
the opposite purpose*
possible to infest certain species of noxious weeds with 
this disease and thus hove a biological method of weed 
control.

oh

On the other

It Is believed that it would be

Vigilance in the inspection of imports cannot
safely be relaxed.

Inspection and certificat ion of exports cannot 
be abandoned without saerlfloe of trade! Incidentally, its 
abandonment would seem to annul any prospect of removal of the
British embargo on potatoes from Canada*
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Especially important with regard to the future is the 

that interruption in the training of a technical staff would 

result from cessation of temporary employment of students
' -S' ■ je -j" -, • s • •"

during the sunder, which would have disastrous results#

The demand has been for better trained specialists, 

vers 1 ties and Agrioultural Colleges have attempted to meet 

this demand in Entomology# Plant Pathology# Geneties, ete.i 

but with their accus tomeà means of support, namely, summer 

work, discent!nued, the students in question will abandon

f ac t3.

Uni-

their careers, the investment in their training will be saorl-

have to olapse before a supply offIced and many years will 

well trained men can again be available.

It might be pointed out that the summer employment 

of senior and graduate University students is the most efficient

and economical means of obtaining high grade assis tanee in

ithout such assistance theseasonal agrlouitural wo*$t• 

permanent and higher paid officials must bo severely handi

capped and a large part of the irreducible expenditures wasted. 

In view of the fundamental nature of the Scientific ...orvioee 

and of the general excellence of the personnel thereof, it 

would seen wiser to economise In the secondary services, 

dependent on the -identifia Services and employing a less

4.

highly trained staff.

It is a matter of common : notriedge that great

economies oould be made In the governmental expenditures on

whether or not Shieagriculture without loss of efficiency, 

is the time to tackle that larger problem is another question.
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#

S^«?« is, far example, in the matter of”Illustrâtlea 

Farms” sad” Experimental Farms” mi ah duplication 

and Dominion effort*
of Provincial

Further* part of the experimental work
at the latter Is, In our opinion (based on the personal 

perlenoe of one of us), of an obsolete type, valuable in 

pioneer days but of very little value 

.'any example a could be f»lven.

•x-

to the present-day far
mers.

It is a fast that the Divisions 

the heaviest oats (Entomology md Plant 

the divisions whieh

vhioh have received 

Pathology) are Just

"ll6 doing work of the moat vital importance 

and work whieh does not duplicate Provincial effort. Further
too standard of t.ohnioal trs.ir.lng ,nd .ffloienty 1. r.ry «uoh 

higher in these divisions than ir. the Agricultural fervioes
generally. "Politics” have never entered into their work 

*oï® the Agricultural Services.as they have into 

value of
The

phases of their work is to-day receiving wide 

recognition* outside of Canada as well as within the Dominion, 

Tho question of curtailing expenditures on 

Illustration Farms * etc. is fraught with political 

■if, aowevar, the present Government Is prepared to face such 

difficulties for the general good

difficulties.

of Canada, this might be a 

very opportune time to undertake the reorganisation of the

entire agricultural services of the country, 

the present aysten is not confined to those outside of it, and

Criticism of

—~

# Dates of seeding tests.
1. Tarie ties of crops.
2* Ginco we have passed pioneer stages the kind of 
tion must change, 
l>erimental Farms .
«. There is a political side,-many monte»*» like technical staff 
to visit constituencies, etc.

This means different kind of a taf f



6.
a qualified commission voulu undoubtedly find willing 00»

Reorganization v?hi hoper-fcion from moat man in the service* 
would involve economies In expenditure and at the same time in-

the output of vital research and methods of application 

of knowledge gained from research could, without doubt, he

$0 avoid recurrence of duplication and ineff le im

permanent Agrloultural Advisory Board should. In our 

opinion, later be appointed.
4a, We make our plea for reconsiderstloa of the estimates the more 

hopefully because of the Insignificant saving which this reduo-
The amount assigned, for example, to the

crease

effected.

enoy* a

tien affords.
protection of the crops, pastures and forests of the country 

from disease and Insect pests Is only -326,000 i reduced 

#700,000), a more bag&tillo compared with the values at stake.

Dept of Botany 

n Physios

from

Signed*

Chemistry

Zoology

of reOill University *
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3e: Beduetion of Government Appropriation 

for March 31, 1932-33, for Administration

of Destructive Insect and P est Act.

The undersigned, viewing with a not inconsiderable degree 

of apprehension the reduction of appropriation for administration 

of Destructive Insect and Pest Act (Vote Ho.49} from the sum of 

#705,000 to #328,300, a reduction of somewhat less than half (Plant 

Pathology 49^5, Entomology 45^) , respectfully suggest that this 

drastic reduction may have a very untoward effect on the continuity 

of the work of these Scientific Departments, to the misfortune of 

our country at large, and we therefore submit for your consideration 

the following memorandum.

7e realize fully the very great importance of measures of

There can be no question about that.economy at the present time.

It will, however, be conceded, we believe, that the more important

services of the Government should be crippled the least, especially

when such services are in themselves of the highest importance in

In such cases, a small economy issaving money for the country, 

bound to result in a large loss, whieh, however, may not appear in

the bookkeeping accounts.

We do not know on what grounds the axe of economy has been 

applied so severely to the Scientific services, but, in case 

it be based on the theory that overnroduotion is one of our 

present evils and that this is fostered by research, we

1.



respectfully submit our opinion that 

no" there is real overproduction 

the point, because the aim of scientific

the question of whether or

in the world to-day is beside 

research is not
necessarily greater, but cheaper and 

hy which alone Canada
uore efficient production,

can compete with other countries, 

support research and those which do 

the value of such

A
comparis»n of States which

not is sufficient evidence of
work. The 

competition in the world 

even in her hour of direst 

using every effort to in-

preaent widespread fear of Russian 

markets is based on the fact that, 

economic need, that country has been

crease research and its application 

Te cannot conceive that
to agriculture and Industry, 

the Government of Canada will adopt a
less far-sighted policy. 

In case fcbocte the2.
cut of appropriation to the Laboratories of 

indicates that they are notPlant Pathology and Entomology 

esteemed at their true value, we venture to point outi 

of diseases 

ports {witness the country*s

(a) They protect against importation 

hy inspection at

freedom from black wart disease in potatoes). 

They assist export trade by inspection and

certification of crops and 

ample, the potato

products (for ex- 

, apple (and other crop) in

spection service).

They apply scientific research to the study 

and control of existing diseases and to the 

breeding of disease-resistant varieties of

(s)

crop plants.

2
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It would seem that few of these activities can 
reduced and few even of the smallerhe even temporarily 

labor a tories olosed without loss to the country.
Of particular value, for example, at the

present time, in view of the need of diversifica
tion of Western agriculture, is the work being carried

In the Dominionon with clovers and other forage crops
Pathology Laboratories at Saskatoon and Edmonton, 

growing of clover and other legume crops, so
system of diversified agriculture 

satisfactorily established on the
excessive "winter killing".

recently been found that much 
killing is really due to disease,

Plant
The
necessary in any
has never been
prairies, due chiefly to

these laboratories it hasAt
of the so-called winter

which flourishes at low temperatures.
o&n now be made

the organism of 
With this knowledge available, progress

On the o therproduction of resistant varieties, 

hand, there are proposals to use
It is

in fthe
this knowledge for exactly

believed that it would be 
of noxious weeds with 

biological method of reed

the opposite purpose, 
possible to infest certain species 
this disease and thus have a
control.

Inspection of imports cannotVigilance in the

safely be relaxed.
Inspection and certification of exports cannot

Indldentally, itsbe abandoned without sacrifice of trade! 
abandonment would seem to annul any prospect of removal of the

British embargo on potatoes from Canada.
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3. Especially Important with regard to the future is the 

that interruption in the training of a technical staff would 

result from cessation of temporary employment of 

during the summer, which would have disastrous results.

The demand has been for better trained specialists, 

vers i ties and Agricultural Colleges have attempted

f ac t

students

Uni

te meet
this demand in Entomology, Plant Pathology, Genetics, 

hut with their accustomed
etc. :

means of support, namely, summer 
work, discontinued, the students in question will abandon

their careers, the investment in their training will be sacri

ficed and many years will have to elapse before a supply of
well trained men can again be available.

It might be pointed out that the summer employment 

of senior and graduate University students is the most efficient 

and economical means of obtaining high grade assistance in 

seasonal agricultural work. Without such assistance the
permanent and higher paid officials must be severely handi- 

°*PP®d and a large part of the irreducible expenditures wasted. 
In view of the fundamental nature of the Scientific Services 

and of the general excellence of the personnel thereof, it 

would seem wiser to economise In the secondary services, 

d pendent on the i a less
highly t] o I

It is a matter of common knoirtedge that great
economies could be made la the governmental expenditures on 

agriculture without loss of efficiency. Whether or not Ihls 
is the time to tackle that larger problem is another question.
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Tine re is, for example, In the matter of "Illustrât ion

Farms" andMExperimental Farms” much duplication odT Provincial

and Dominion effort. Further, part of the experimental work 

at the latter is, in our opinion (based on the personal ex

perience of one of us}, of an obsolete type, valuable in 

pioneer days but of very little value to the present-day far- 

Eany examples could be given.mers.

It is a fact that the Divisions which have received

the heaviest cute (Entomology and Plant Pathology) aro just 

the divisions which are doing work of the most vital importance 

and work which does not duplicate Provincial effort, 

the standard of technical training and efficiency is very much 

higher in these divisions than in the Agricultural Services 

generally.

as they have into some of the Agricultural Services, 

value of many phases of their work is to-day receiving wide 

recognition, outside of Canada as well as within the Dominion.

The question of curtailing expenditures on 

Illustration Farms, etc. is fraught with political difficulties. 

If, however, the present Government is prepared to face such

Further

"Politics" have never entered into their work

The

difficulties for the general good of Canada, this might he a 

very opportune time to undertake the reorganization of the

Criticism ofentire agricultural services of the country, 

the present system is not confined to those outside of it, and

# Dates of seeding tests.
1. varieties of crops,
2. Since we have passed pioneer stages the kind of expérimenta* 
tlon must change. This means different kind of staff at ex
perimental Farms.
4. There is a political side,-many members like technical staff 
to visit constituencies, etc.

Jf V
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a qualified commission would undoubtedly find willing co
operation from most men in the Service. Reorganization which 
would involve economies in expenditure and at the same time in
crease the output of vital research and methods of application 
of knowledge gained from research could, without doubt, he 
effected. îo avoid recurrence of duplication and ineffici
ency, a permanent Agricultural Advisory Board should, in our
opinion, later be appointed.

4a. we make our plea for reconsideration of the estimates the more 
hopefully because of the insignificant saving which this reduc-

The amount assigned, for example, to the 
protection of the crops, pastures and forests of the country 
from disease and insect pests is only .$325,000 (reduced from 
#700,000), a mere bagatelle compared v/ith the values at stake.

Signed» Dept of Botany
Physics 
Chemistry 
Zoology

of HoGrill University.
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» 'Of the whole agricultural produce of our Empire, the insect army destroys 

at least one-tenth every year — Canada in field and fruit crops and in timber loses 

thirty million sterling annually; Australia loses twenty mil-lion . 

broadcast just a year ago by Sir Walter Morley Fletcher who, surveying the resources 

of the Empire and the natural forces of insects, plagues and disease which continually 

threaten than, gave as his conviction that 'of all nations in the world none has so 

great a need as England of bringing biology into her statecraft*»

been emphasised, this time hy the Committee which has just issued a report on 

the Education and Supply of Biologists, to which the Prime Minister has contributed a 

The Committee’s chief conclusions are that there is a substantial and 

increasing demand from Government departments for biologists for service in this

These words were

This need has now

once more

foreword.

country and in the colonies; and that there is a smaller but growing demand from con- 

engaged in agricultural production overseas and in industry in this country.

But the present supply of biologists falls short of this demand; and the immediate 

problem is to bring the supply up to standard in numbers and quality.

The best brains are attracted elsewhere because

cems

There are two

main reasons for this deficiency.
■

at present biologists have not the same prospects of income and security as those in 

other branches of Government service; and many of the men who do offer themselves have

If Government posts for biologists 

the Indian Civil or

not had an adequate training in their subject, 

could be made as good, in salary and chances of promotion, as 

Colonial Services, the schools and universities would be much more willing to adapt 

their curricula, and ensure a steady supply of well-trained candidates, 

of this will need no emphasising to those who remember Sir Walter Morley Fletcher's

i

The importance

l

impressive words. **I

The Listener, February 10, 1952*
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Of the d. u|e agriculture! produce 

of our Empire, the In seat army destroy* at 

least oBc-tentt every 30 an- Canada 1 a fleM

and fruit sro r; «*sd in..tl gbc r .ls.°£*.±l<2£±2
million cterltar tirm ^llJT, Amatralla loses

These words were broadcasttwenty million** * 
last a year age by Sir 'alter or ley letcfcer*

who, surveying the resources of the Kmptee 

and the an tarai for oeo of insects* plagues 

and disease which continuel ly threaten them,

his conviction that "of all the nations 

in the world no» has so grant a need as England 

of bringing biology into her statecraft"-•

gave as

9



M2E01 He :ro^o.;ed. le uotlo:; in icul tural Services.

The efforts of the Government to effect economies in govern

mental services and departments are admittedly essential to the 

present situation and deserving of the utmost sympathy and support.

The curtailment of merely routine or clerical work, or the postpone

ment of projeoted public works will have no permanent effect upon 

the future development of the country. On the other hand, the most 

careful discrimination as affecting vital services is essential, to

ensure that the basic framework of our organizations and the machinery 

necessary for future progress is not irreparably injured, 

be that veorganiza tion is called for, but it must be recognised 

that readjustment of such intricate and interdependent units must 

be an exceedingly delicate task and probably could only be safely 

undertaken after much expert thought and advice, such as could only 

be given in some cases by a properly qualified independent commission.

Tt would appear that the sudden and. drastic cuts proposed 

in certain of the public services, and notably in agriculture, are 

likely seriously to disorganize and unbalance the machinery that has 

been built up over

It may

eriod of years in response to definite needs, 

to terminate established work of proven value, to disrupt the pro-

a

gress of promising investigations now in process of development 

and to prevent the Inception of further needful work, 

recognized that never in the present century has agriculture been 

in such sore distress.

Everyone

The progress made during this century 

is due, in no small measure, to these very services, which, appar

ently are now to be seriously curtailed. However sympathetic and

earnest a government may he in advancing the interests of agri

culture, it Is extremely doubtful if any form of assistance can



e quai scientific service. ry country in the world recognises 

on that can he stade to agriculture 

oso in much neater lis tress than ourselves continue to

that this is the bes

and even

this service.

It is too often erroneously believed that the benefit from 

the sums expend®- on scientific service fo

by the farming population alone. of this can be seen 
in the fact that in all countries where the services of scientific 

agriculture have been enhanced, the proportion of income expended

hile at the same time the

ïîor is it to be supposed that
this service has been limited to the field of agricultural 

duotlon alone; nor, in addition, has it merely had to do with the

oh food is rapidly declining 

of food has been greatly Improved.

pro-

marketing of fana products.

apparent in the sound development of the country’s trade and

Canada’s position in the export trade for farm producâs 

has never been more critical than it is today, 

with

Its ultimate effect may be most

oommerce.

She finds herself

surplus quantity of a larger number of products than ever 

It is imperative that they be sold abroad, but, with all 

of these she has to face the most formidable kind of competition.

a

before.

Behind every single product that is now in a position to command 

consideration in the export trade is to be found a network of 

services, including

largely on government services.

The seed potato industry of Canada is an excellent example 

The research that

education, regulation and. research, based

of this fact. etermlned ti e cause of the various 
diseases and the remedies, the educational work that resulted In the

widespread adoption of such remedies, the organization that placed

v
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the work on a sound business basis, the inspection that enables this

business to be maintained and that keeps the established standards 

intact, are all the creation of scientific service. Thus an

entirely new industry representing the product of 40,000 acres of 

intensively cultivated land oxras its existence to the activities of 

the Department of Agriculture, 

equally appropriate example.

The Canadian apple trade is an 

The research on which the pest control 

schedules employed by our fruit growers is based, is the work of train-

j’ifteon years ago only a fraction of the orchards 

were sprayed while today no commercial orchard is possible without

The advanced cultural methods followed, even many of the 

superior varieties grown, the organization of the growers and the 

inspection of the produet.have again, to a great extent, been dspend-

T o result

ed specialists.

spraylng.

ent upon scientific service and off regulation,

is only too clear at the present tine. While neither potatoes nor 

apples command a high price, certified seed potatoes are now being

sold at a premium of fifty per cent, and quality apples are among

We mightthe few farm products that can be sold at a profit.

equally well take any other agricultural product from wheat to eggs 

to illustrate the dependence of agriculture upon such service.

Our position v/ifch any of these productd is not yet so secure

Certain agri

cultural industries may be temporarily distressed and their product 

may now be of low value in the world*s arkets, but to relinquish 

their position might mean à great sacrifice ultimately and the

that we can afford to diminish our efforts in any way.

services upon which they depend, once discontinued, or too drastically

back again with the redtfcrn obe readily re

more normal conditions.

erP-<o

-
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Of late years, work of uch potential value In certain fields 

has been undertaken and, indeed, ha* reached a point “kore returns of 
value are to be anticipated, 
fore, to'lose Irrevocably all that has gone into this wort in trying 
to tide the country over an admittedly serious temporary situation#
In the present struggle for world rxrkets eur scientific ervlces are 
the weapons upon which we oust depend to enable us to oversow the

It uoee not aeon good business, there-

compétition ye are compelled to face# 
îhe soy ‘rest blow that will be 

however, 1» to the human material, l#e# to the technical personnel# 
“e do not refer to the personal effect upon she mon themselves, but

For years it has

salt by the proposed re motions,

the effect on the future development of Canada, 
been urgea that Canada lacked a sufficient body of trained men, that, i
In spite of what was being accomplished, a different and more thorough

view-point and a different method of approach was
fhie

training, a n
necessary to enable us to most modern compétitive methods.
challenge was accepted by the universités, which, at considerable 
cost to themselves and with no appreciable assistance froe the 
government, built up an organisation capable of meeting these supposed 

As a result# there is ne available a no re adequate forceneeds#
of competent young Canadians trained and equipped in 0aim da to solve 
Can dian problems.

The propose: sudden cessation of activities means that these
men what find employment else-,, ere and, not only that, but it will

V $ '%> ". ? v.-.- ' î. \.fi# 4V r *v - > '

force othors In a less advanced state of training to look elsewhere
The result will be that when this time of 

stress is over *© shall iel»her hav<* 'these r >thWs to take
.her»e men will b% irrevocably lost to us; the care

for their life work.

their places#
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and effort that went into their training will be lost; the money that
they and the country have spent oh their special education will be
los t. A geneticist, a plant pathologist, a chemist, or an entomolo
gist is not something that can be improvisea in a few months or years, 
for the face should not be lost sight of that those xrh6 are now com
pleting their work, or have but recently completed it, are not only
the result of a long and more careful process of training, but also 
of a more rigid system of selection than ever before. The country 

more than in prosperous times, whenneeds their services now e en
waâtefulneas is less harmful.

One effect of the proposed action is the elimination of large | 
numbers of the so-called temporary staff. Many of these are the
very men who by virtue of their training are oa able of rendering a 
Tery s?ecial service and many of them constitute the connecting link 
between the farmer and science. Temporary helpers are the cheapest 
and most effective type of assistance available to enable the work
of the higher bfficers to find expeession in field service, with
out which the farmer contact is largely lost, 
from this group that many of the effective workers of the future 
should come.

Moreover, it is

Would it not therefore be sounder policy in these 
trying times to take stock of rhe situation with a view to de
termining not only what services should be eliminated or cur
tailed but also those that should be conserved and even streng
thened»

In addition to the foregoing, a serious blow is 
struck at the morale of the remaining staff, who see the efforts
of years brought to nothing. The spirit of an organisation is
not something that can be built up at a moment’s notice and it
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is this factor that will hear most heavily on the most offi-
If we have faith inoient and valued members of departments, 

the future ot onr country, may we not well nuestion whether 
justified in paying so heavy a price to tide us overwe are

a merely temporary emergency?

if.

tm* -



Joaaenta on Proposed Heauction in Dominion

for Agriculture.

Sr ant

In considering the reduction in the Agricultural Grant for
tha Dominion Department of Agriculture for 1932-33 

vita the difficulty of not knowing exactly how 

the various branches.

* one is confronted 

it will apply within

It would appear, however, that for the depart-

appropriation is one ofat as a whole the cut of some 33f> in the

the largest proposed In the Government Servioe.

’7ith some of the proposed reductions 

these times, in fact one might be tempted 

olroumstances permit.

one cannot disagree In

to make then larger did 

The grant of $160,000 for a . oMd Grain

Congress under present conditions would be hard to justify were we 

?he reduced assistance to Pairs will not benot committed to it. 

popular but it is possible that this 

may have been overdo ;e in the 

reduced now and inhibitions 

necessary adjustments.

One finds in the estimates that

form of agricultural assistance 

In any case, it can well be 

onn find various ways of making the

past.

one important branch, namely.
Live Stock, is out less than 10$, while another. Administration of 

Destructive Insect and Pest Act, considered vital from a crop pro- 

The certified seed potato 
business, the production of quality fruit, and fsem orop psoteotion 

against injurious Insecte depend directly upon this service, 

fifty peeroent service will certainly involve grave risks.

duction standpoint is cut over 50$.

f

A

The Experimental Farms Branch is out some $800,000, or 

approximately 39$, the Health of Animals Branch, a like amount, or
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95%. By Uniting the area of tuberculosis ©radication work It 

would aeon that with the amount allotted to the Health of ilnlnale 

Branch might carry on its Important health pro tec tire aorvioo without

But In the case of she Experimental Pams which 

oonstituto the major investigation and related services of the 

department, such a substantial cut Is likely to cripple the work as 

â whole, if the reduction tc to take the form of general curtailment» 

It Is believed by many familiar with the work that the effect of such 

a drastic cut can only be met satisfactorily by the elimination of a

3uoh a course naturally would be unpopular with

undue disturbance»

number of farm»

those immediately affected, including the representatives of the 

constituencies in which farms might bo discontinued* but such 

opposition should not be allowed to jeopardise tho value of the work 

as a whole*

Para Economics Is a new branch and represents a type of

It Is being greatlywork not sufficiently developed In Can"da. 

stressed in other countries where information regarding types of

farm organisation* operation costs, production and marketing trends, 

and the oommorolal relations of agriculture is proving of great value, 

not only to formers but to business men and Governments as well»

It Is regrettable that such a snail appropriation should bo reduced 

29flt or from $12*000,00 to $8,600,00, and with two men on the present 

staff with salaries of $7,620*00 i* Is difficult to understand how 

they can function effectively.

It Is understood that all employees of the department who 

are classified In the category known as wtemporary” have been noil* 

fled that their services would not bo required after March 31st»



ïùis ia a Bore drastic atop than It might seem because 

affected, while «lessee, as '• Seaporary"

In the Service for a considerable period and

mny of those
Èf*.

have actually been employed

aro doing extremely
valuable and highly specialized work, not to mention that many of

I t may be said that these 

front line Service, 

contact with farm con-

them aro married men with families, 

so-called temporary men constitute largely the 

in that they are field operators in 1-mediate 

ditions, and farm people. ïhey add tremendously to the value of
the permanent staff because much Of the work, vhlle planned and 

offec t through those in 

Young moh^ with the most recent and 
*** **tt fcralnieg* aro fc0 ,e found in this category, and incidentally

directed by the permanent staff is given

the "Temporary" Category,

are receiving tho iowes •; rate of pay in the iepartaent, 

The Dominion Government carries the largest single share of 

îhis Servie© is the greatest oontri-agrioul tarai work in Cans da. 

bution the Government 

thanks to the Universities, 

trains! young Canadians for that service. 

men in the way propose j must

makes to agriculture, and the Government, 

ia now in & position to find highly

So drop all the younger

mean tot only serious disorgani* tlon 
in many of the Services, but also the loss for all time of a number

ox tho sest trained young men in it, and the discouraging of others 

who contemplate entering it It is therefore not only the
im ediate but the ultimate effect as well that should be considered.

03
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•Of the *hole agricultural produce 

of our Empire, the Insect snap 4estroys at 

least one-teatk every je ar:- Canada in field

and fru i t cr op a and In tl mber lo se s t hir t y

Mll.i.pn...sterling annually; Australia loses 

twenty million*. These word» were broadcast 

just a year ago by Sir Walter Morley Fletcher, 

who, surveying the resources of the Empire 

and the natural forces of Insects, plagues 

and disease which continual ly threaten them, 

gave as his convletloa that "of all the tioae

1» the world no® has so great a need as England 

of bringing biology Into her statecraft".



2ZEÜ01 Re l-ro nosed ge ..-uo^lom In '.grioul turul dervloes»

The efforts of the Government to effect economies in govern

mental service® and departments re athnlttedly essential to the

present situation ;nd deserving of the utmost sympethy and support. 

The ourtailment of merely routine or oleric-il work, or the postpone

ment of projootev public orks will have no permanent effect upon 

the future development of the country. 

careful discrimination as effecting vital services is essential, to 

ensure that the basic framework of our organizations and the machinery 

necessary for future progress is not irreparably injured, 

be that réorganisation is called for, "but It must be recognised 

that readjustment of such intrlOf te and Interdependent units must 

bo an exceedingly delicate task and probably could only bo safely 

undertaken after much export thought and advice, such as could only

On the other hand, the moat

11 may

be riven in some cases by a properly qualified independent commise ion.

It would appear that the sudden and drastic cuts proposed

nd notably in agriculture, irein certain of the public services, 

likely seriously to disorganize and unbalance the machinery that has

erioi of years in response to definite needs,been built Up over a

nate established work of proven value, to disrupt the pro-
fjl. I r.f r-."' 0?- K i■

8resa of promising inveatigatiens nov in prooeee of development

Everyoneend to prevent the inception of further needful work* 

recognized that never in the present century has igrloulture been

in such sore distress. The progress made during this century 

is due, In no small measure, to these very services, which* appnr-

Bowever sympathetic andently are now to be seriously curtailed.

earnest a government may be in advancing the interests of agri

culture, it is extremely doubtful if any form of assistance can
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equal scientific service. *vory country in the world recognises 

tHet this is the best contribution that oan be made to agriculture

and even those la much greater distress than ourselves 

build and extend this eerrioe.
sontlnue to

It is too often erroneously believed that the benefit from
the sums expend®; on scientific; service for agriculture 

bj the farming population alone, 

in the fact that in all countries whera

are enjoyed

'The fallacy of this dan be

the services of scientific

seen

agriculture have been enhanced, the proportion of income expended 

oh food i* rapidly declining, while at the 

of food Has bean greatly improved, 

this service has been limited

same time the quality 

Tor is it to be supposed that

to the field of agricultural pro

duction lionet nor. in addition, has it merely had to do with the 

Marketing of farm products. Its ultimate effect may be most 

apparent in the sound development of the country*» trade and

ïenada* s position in the export trade for farm produces 

has never been acre critical than it is today.

with a surplus quantity of a larger number of produote than ever 

before* It is imperative that the# be sold abroad

commerce.

She finds herself

but, with all

of these she has to face the most formidable kind of competition, 

âeuind every single product that is now in a position to command

.V

consideration in the export trade Is to be found a network of 

sorvloco , including e uoation, eegul-i tion and research, based 

largely on government services.

The seed potato Industr; of Oenada is an excellent example 

The research that io to mined the cause of the varlo 

diseases md the remedies, the educational work that resulted in the 

widespread adoption of such remedies, the organisation that placed

Of thle fact.
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th® work ®xi a sound bus iness basis* the lus poo tion that onablec this 

business to bs n-i lataiinod and that keeps the established standard#

Thus anintact, are all the orestion of scientific service* 

entirely new industry representing the product of 40,000 acres of 

intensively cultivated land ywss its existence to the activities of

The Canadian apple trade le an 

The research on which the peet control

the Bepartneat of Agriculture* 

equally appropriate example, 

schedules employed by our fruit growers is based* is the work of train

Fifteen years ago only a freetion of the orchardsed specialists*

were sprayed while today no aocaaeroial orchard is possible v 3 trout

The advanced cultural methods follow® , even many of thespray ing*

superior varieties grown, the organization of the growers and the 

inspection, of the pro due t shave again# to a great extent* been, depend*

The resulteat upon scientific service and official regulation* 

is only too clear a I the present time, 

apples command a high price, 

acid at a premium of fifty per cent* and quality apples are among

t?e might

While neither potatoes nor

rtlfled seed potatoes are now beingco

the few farm products that can be sold at a profit* 

equally well take any other agrlonltural product from wheat to eggs

to illustrate the dependence of agriculture upon such service*

Our position with any of these pr%duota» is not yet so 

that we can afford to diminish our efforts in any vmy* 

cultural Industries may bo temporarily distressed and their product 

may now bo of lew value in the world*s arkets, but to relinquish 

their position might mean a great sacrifice ultimately and the 

services upon which they depend, once discontinued, or too drastically 

curtailed, cannot be readily brought back again with the re&tfcrn of 

more normal conditions*

secure

Certain agri-
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Of la te year», work of uch potential value In certain field» 
has been undertaken and, 1. . ha* reached, a point where returns of

It does not seen good business, there-value are to be anticipated, 
fore, to lose Irrevocably all that has gone into this work In trying 
to tide the country over an admittedly serious temporary situation*
In the present struggle for world market» our scientific services are 
the weapons upon which wo must depend to enable us to overcome the 
competition we -ire compelled to face#

the severest blow that will be «alt by the proposed reductions,! 
however. Is to the human material, i»e, to the technical personnel. 
we do not r'-fer to the personal effect upon the sen themselves, but 

the effect on the future development of Oanada. 
been urge a that Canada lacked a sufficient body of trained men, that, 1 
in spite of what was being accomplished, a different and more thorough

For years It has

training, & new view-point and a different method of approach was
Thisnecessary to enable us to meet modern competitive methods* 

challenge was accepted by the universities, which, at considerable
cost to themselves end with no appreciable assis tehee frpm the

E£jr$ t # £ •. . . ■ 7 -a- '•? ■#*_.. ' ...<»*■

government* built up an organization capable of meeting these supposed
As a result, there is now tviilable a more adequate toree 

of competent young Canadians trained and equipped in Oanada to solve
needs.

Can dtan problems.
ans that thee#The propose sudden cessation of activities 

men must find employment elsewhere and, not only that, but it will
force others in a less advanced state of training to look el»owners

The result will be that when this tine offor their life work.
stress Is over we shah either have these same men nor others to take

These men will be irrevocably lost to us; the caretheir places.
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and effort that went lato their training will be loots the money that 

they and the country have a ont oh their special *duoaties will be

A gene tic is t, a plant pathologist* a c .enls t, or an entomolo

gist is not something that can be improvise in a few months or years, 

for the fact should not be lost sight of that those who are now com- 

pieting tholr work, or have but recently completed it, are not only 

the result of a long and more Careful process of training, but also

The country

lost.

of a more rigid system of selection than ever before, 

needs their services now o en more than in prosperous times, when

wastefulness is less harmful.

One effect of the proposed action is the elimination of large

Efaay of these are thenumbers of the so-called temporary staff.

very sen who by virtue of their training are oa able of rendering a 

very special service and maty of them constitute the connecting link

Temporary helpers ore the cheapestbetween the farmer and science, 

and most effective type of essi tance available to enable the work

of the higher bffloors to find express ion in field service, with-

Hereover, it isout which the farmer contact is largely lost, 

from this group that many of the effective workers of the future

Would it not therefore be sounder policy in these 

trying times to tike stock of he situation with a view to de

termining not only what services should be eliminated or cur

tailed but also those that should be conserved and even streng-

sho... id come.

thenedÿ

In addition to the foregoing, a serious blow is

etruck at the morale of the remaining staff, who see the efforts 

of years brought to nothing. The spirit t an organisation la 

not some thing that can be built up at a moment*a notice and it



ia this factor th*> t will boar most hearily on the most eff 1-

If wo have faith laoient and valued members of departments•

the future >f our country, may «* not well question vrhother 

v’0 are Justified in paying so heavy a price tc tide us over

a merely temporary emergency?

0*

* **



►.
Comments on Proposed Reduction in Dominion Grant

for Agriculture.

In considering the reduction in the Agricultural Grant for
the Dominion Department of Agriculture for 1932-33, one is confronted
with the difficulty of not knowing exactly how it will apply within

It would appear, however, that for the depart
ment as a whole the cut of some 33$ in the appropriation is one of
the various branches.

the largest proposed in the Government Service.
With some of the proposed reductions one cannot disagree in

these times, in fact one might be tempted to make them larger did
The grant of #160,000 for a ^otld Graincircumstances permit.

Congress under present conditions would be hard to justify were we
The reduced assistance to Pairs will not benot committed to it.

popular but it is possible that this form of agricultural assistance
In any case, it can well bemay have been overdone in the past.

reduced now and Exhibitions oan find various ways of making the
necessary adjustments.

One finds in the estimates that one important branch, namely,
Live Stock, is cut less than 10$, while another, Administration of 
Destructive Insect and Pes* Act, considered vital from a crop pro-

The certified seed potatoduotion standpoint is cut over 50$o 
business, the production of quality fruit, and fsem crop ptotectlon 
against injurious insects depend directly upon this service, 
fifty pewrcent service will certainly involve grave risks.

The Experimental Farms Branch is out some #800,000, or 
approximately 39$* the Health of Animals Branch, a like amount, or

A

v
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ok» By limiting the area of fubereulosls eradication work it 

would seem that with the amount allotted to the Health of Animals 

Branch might carry on its important health protective service without

But in the case of the Experimental Farms which 

constitute the major investigation and related services of the 

department, sucji a substantial cut is likely to cripple the work as 

a whole j ii tho reduction is to take the form of general curtail] ent 

It is believed by many familiar with the work that the effect of such 

a drastic cut can only be met satisfactorily by the elimination of 

number of farms,

undue disturbance.

a

Such a course naturally would be unpopular with 

tnose immediately affected, including the representatives of the 

constituencies in which farms might be discontinued, but such 

opposition should not be allowed to jeopardize the value of the work 

as a whole,

raria Economics is a new branch and represents a type of 

work not sufficiently developed in Can da. It le being greatly 

stressed in other countries where information regarding types of

farm organization, operation coats, production and marketing trends, 

and the commercial relations of agriculture is proving of great value, 

not only to farmers but to business men and Governments as well•

It is regrettable that such a small appropriation should be reduced 

28/j, or from $12,000.00 to $8,600.00, and with two men on the present 

staff with salaries of $7,620.00 id is difficult to understand how 

they can function effectively*

It is understood that all employees of the department who 

are olassifled in the category known as "Temporary” have been noti

fied that their services would not be required after llaroh Slat.

M
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Shis is a more cirastio step than it sight seem because many of those 

affected, while classed as "Temporary" hare actually been employed 

in the Service for a considerable period and are doing extremely 

valuable and highly specialised work, not to mention that many of 

them are married men with families. I t may be said that these 

so-called temporary men constitute largely the front line Service, 

in that they are field operators in immediate contact with farm con-
.

ditions, and farm people. fhey add tremendously to the value of 

the permanent staff because much of the work, while planned and

directed by the permanent staff is given effect through those in

Young men, with the most recent andthe "Temporary'’ category, 

the best training, aro to bo found in this category, and incidentally 

are receiving the lowest rate of pay in the apartment.

The Dominion Government carries the largest single share of 

agricultural work in Canada.

button the Government makes to agriculture, and the Government, 

thanks to the Universities, 

trained young Canadians for that service.

men in the way propose; must mean not only serious disorganization 

in many of the Services, but also the loss for all time of a number 

of the best trained young men in it, and the discouraging of others 

who contemplate entering it.

immediate but the ultimate effect as well that should be considered.

This Service is the greatest contri-

is now in a position to find highly

To drop all the younger

It Is therefore not only the
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•. Ottawa, May 17th, 1932.S

&

WiISir Arthur W. Currie, G.C.M.G 
Principal and Vice-Chancellor, 
McGill University,
Montreal, Quebec.
Dear Sir Arthur:

K.C.B., y• y

I appreciate very much 
receiving your letter of 4th May, together with 
memoranda in connection with the proposed re
duction in agricultural estimates.

Yours very truly,
I

R. weir.

A
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May 19th, 1932.US;.:-?

.■■r.V,:

Ü Honourable Robert Weir, 
Minister of Agriculture, 
Ottawa .

■

My dear Minister,

I hojpe that some time after the session 
closes and before the Economic Conference begins, you may 
find time to spend half a day at Macdonald College* 
la a ood deal of useful work in progress there which would 
interest you, and you know that we regard one of our dutios 
to be giving what help we can to you to improve the condition 
of agriculture in th s Province.

There

I know that you have many worries, but 
perhaps we can be of some real assistance. If you find
you can come, please let me know, giving me what warning
you can.

Ever yours faithfully,

Principal.

til#1 mI H ... 6
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Ottawa,23rd. May, 1932.

mSir Arthur W. Currie, G.C.M.G 
Principal and Vice-Chancellor, 
McGill University,
Montreal, Que.

K.C.B• f • r

Dear Sir Arthur ,-

I thank you for your very kind letter of the

19th instant.

I assure you that it would please me very 

much to accept your invitation to visit MacDonald College. 

Immediately following prorogation of Parliament I expect to 

leave for Western Canada and as yet cannot say how long I will 

be in the West, and, therefore, am unable to make any definite 

plans before the Economic Conference. However, I shall 

certainly keep this invitation in mind and hope the opportunity 

will present itself for me to make this visit.

Yours very t: »

RVWëTr.

C,, f
°L



May 28th, 1952.

Honourahle Robert sir. 
Minister of Agriculture, 
Department of Agriculture, 
Ottawa .

My âear Minister,

Let me thank you for your letter of 
I am most happy to think we may have23rd of May, pleasure of seeing you at Macdonald college.

Regarding the change in the grants^ 
for Agriculture, will you please ask your Secretary »o 

- let me $now Just exactly what the final allighment wen,
With all kind wishes,

I am,
Ever yours faithfully,

Principal,

i
: L ••
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OFFICE OF THE

3Utic g'tocfe Commissioner

LM
department of Sericulture 

€>ttatoa June 21, 1932.

Dear General Currie s-

In the absence of the Honourable Mr. Weir 
in Western Canada, the paragraph from your recent letter, read
ing as follows,has been referred to me by the Assistant Private 
Secretary to the Mnisters-

"Regarding the change in the grants 
Agriculture, will you please ask your 
Secretary to let me know just exactly 
the final allignment was."

f°r

r
I am not just clear as to the meaning of 

the above quotation, but 1 am assuming that you have reference 
to federal assistance to fairs and exhibitions.

Previous to the present year, "A" or the 
larger fairs in Canada received from this Department a flat grant 
of #5,000, and, in addition, building grants were made to several 
exhibitions. "B" or the smaller fairs received a flat grant of 
#1,500, and winter & spring shows received a grant. of up to. 
#5,000, based upon the expenditure in prize money in the utility

in the case of winter fairs,classes of live stock and poultry, 
a number of building grants were also made in addition to the 
regular grants. I /

'( 1
This year, due to curtailed appropriations 

available for exhibitions, the grants to "A" fairs and to winter &
MB" grants remained the same, 

to eliminate several, which
spring shows were reduced to #2,500. 
namely #1,500, although it was necessary 
had previously received a grant.

information, I am attaching a list ofFor your
all fairs in quebec which will receive financial assistance from uhis 
Department this year.

A trust that the information given is what you 
require. If I have misinterpreted your request,! shall be very 
pleased to give any further information you require.

Youra sincerely, J
General, Sir Arthur W. Currie, 
Principal and Vice-Chancellor, 
lie Gill University,
M0HTREAL» P.Q,. ____________

Qeo.’B» Rothwell, 
Live Stock commissioner.

9$m
m
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Ü1
"A" Fairs

'•>*

Canada's Great Eastern Exhibition, 
Secretary, Colonel 5. E. Francis, 
Sherbrooke.

Provincial Exhibition of Quebec, 
Secretary, Geo. Morisset,
Quebec.

St. Lawrence Valley Exhibition, 
Secretary, Dr. J. Vigneau,
Three Rivers.

Vaileyfield Exhibition,
Secretary, J. Ealouin,
Valleyfield.

11
"B" FAIRS

1
Shefford County Agricultural Exhibition, 
Secretary, H. B. McDonald,
Waterloo.

St. Scholastique Exhibition,
Secretary, J. L. Beaudet,
St. Scholastique

St. Hyacinthe Agricultural Exhibition, 
Secretary, A. R. Demers,
St. Hyacinthe.

Stanstead County Exhibition,
Secretary, H. G. Curtis,
Ayer 's Cliff.

WIITER FAIRS & SPRING SHOWS

I
St,

11
m

••
11, ■

Be

Or ms t own Exhibition,
Secretary, W. G. McGerrigle,
Ormstown.

Canada's Great Eastern Winter Show, 
Secretary, Sydney E. Francis, 
Sherbrooke.

Lachute Spring Fair, 
Secretary, Alex.Bothwell, 
Lachute.

<

. :Y.x

felïmmam ■■■■■■■■■■■■I
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June 30, 1932,

George B. Rothwe11, Seq., 
Live Stock Commissioner,
De par tine nt of Agriculture, 
0 t t a xi a •

Beer Mr. Hotfawell,

. . _ T/ianI: you for your letter of Juno Slat,
nr v,ho matter about 4iloh I was esquiring was not specially 
t<le grant for Faire and Fxfci'ottioat.

1 *a# in carrespaadeaee with the Honourable 
Mr, ./cir about tho reductions in the grant for the Cominion 
.uepartuent of igrieulturo for 1352-33, particularly as they 
would affect the scientific servi cep.

hat I would really like to know is the 
amouat^of tho appropriation for the Department of Agriculture 
for ,.<*<>2-33, at finally panned ty tic House, ere how it has 
teen sub-tiivi dot!.

Tours faithfully,

Friacipol

'

b__ : :

I■■mI | Ii- "v



Sir Arthur W. Currie, G.C.M.G 
Principal and Vice-Chancellor, 
McGill University,
Montreal, P.Q,.

K.C.B• » • »

Dear Sir,

Your letter of the 30th ultimo, addressed 

to the Live Stock Commissioner, and having reference to 

grants to agriculture has been referred to me for attention.

I am including herewith a copy of the Estimates 

for the fiscal year ending March 31st, 1933, and would call 

your attention to votes numbered as follows:

#3 on age 8 f the Main Estimates
#39 - 4 on p ge SO of the Main Estimates
#327 - 336 on page 2 of the Supplementary Estimates

I trust that this will give you the information

you require.

Yours very truly,

Ottawa, July 8th, 1932.

oFAC%
/ fl» %

iRL.

.vate Secretary.

am
Ü

__________________________________________________________
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DC.MINI ON GRANTS FOR AGRICULTURE

sa 1932-33 1931-32 1930-31 1928-29 1921-221929-30 /
{* $4 Ç1

Dairying 
Cold Storage Warehouses 
Fruit ................

231,300.00
200,000.00
390,200.00

295,000.00
453,708.08
502,200.00

295,000.00
500,000.00
506,000.00

295,000.00
467,837.00
336,000.00

265,000.00
30,000.00

290,000.00

175,000.00
26,000.00

145,000.00Seed, feed & fertilizer control,
Seed Fairs, etc. ...........

For Exp’t’s in dehydration of fruits & 
vegetables -...... .............

I
413,200.00 573,000.00 573,000.00 625,000.00 375,000.00 260,000.00
10,000.00

1,380,000.00
1,492,000.00
350,000.00

1,654,000.00
25,000.00

20,000.00
1,530,000.00
2,325,000.00

650,000.00
2,550,000.00

35,000.00

20,000.00
1,630,000.00
2,150,000.00

29,000.00
1,530,000.00
2,050,000.00

10,000.00
1,480,000.00
1,900,000.00

Live Stock 1,000,000.00
1,272,639.50Experimental Faims .............

Assistance to Fairs & Exhibitions
Health of Animals...............
Entomology .....................
Administration of Destructive Insect &

Pest Act ......................
Publications ........................
International Institute of Agriculture
Farm Economics.................. ...,,
Contributions to Empire Bureaux..... .
Grant to World’s Grain Congress..... .
Other Appropriations 
Salary & Expenses of Agr. Produce Market

ing Agent in Great Britain 
Grant to World’s Poultry Congress 
Grant to Dept. Agr. of N.B. on acct. of 

Short Course debt, Fredericton 
For Pre-cooling Warehouse facilities 
To enquire into Live Stock Industry of 

Canada through Co-optve.Marketing 
Special Compensation for Diseased Animals 
Grant to Dept. Agr. Nova Scotia 
Testing Cows, destroying diseased animals 
Administration, Agr.Instruction Act ..,..
Purchase of Seed Grain ..................
Stock grazing & feeding .................
Agr. Instruction Act - 3-4 Geo. V.

§
12,850,000.00

30,000.00
2,950,000.00

25,000.00
2,270,000.00

25,000.00
1,710,000.00

26,000.00
328,300.00

7,500.00
10,000.00
8,600.00
21,000.00

150,000.00

705,000.00
38,000.00
13,500.00
12,000.00
25,000.00
200,000.00
41,163.66

675,000.00
31,000.00
13,500.00
12,000.00
25,000.00
100,000.00

580,000.00
23,600.00
13,500.00
10,000.00
25,000.00
100,000.00

530,000.00
24,000.00
13,500.00

194,000.00
34,500.00
10,000.00

I

|

1
.yV15,000.00

35,000.00
15,000.00
25,000.00

15,000.00
25,000.00 1

9,295.24
20,000.00

5,000.00
15,000.0025,000.00• • • ♦

25,000.00
548.20

• «
4,390.46
8,389.08

1,770.99
20,000.00
100,000.00

ao,ooo.oo
500,000.00
50,000.00

1,104,569.85

TOTAL 6,671,100.00 9,968,571.74 9,515,343.44 9,137,716.54 7,394,270.99 6,517,709.35

I

...
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SUPPLEMENTARY ESTIMATES

FOR THE FISCAL YEAR ENDING MARCH 31, 1933

No.
$$ cts.$ cts. ctsServiceof

Vote

CHARGES OF MANAGEMENT

Printing, advertising, inspection, express, etc.—Fur
ther amount required................................................

318 60,000 00

CIVIL GOVERNMENT

Auditor General's Office—

Contingencies—
Clerical and other assistance—Further amount 

required................................................................

319

5,000 00

Post Office—

Salaries—
To provide for the appointment of Arthur 

Lalonde as Solicitor, Tost Office Department, 
at 84,320 per annum, effective April 1, 1932.. 

Less ten per cent..............................................

Secretary of State—

Contingencies—
Printing and Stationery—Further amount re

quired ...................................................................

320

4,320 00 
432 00

3,888 00
321

1,592 00
10,480 00

ADMINISTRATION OF JUSTICE

Grant to Charles Morse, K.C., Registrar, Exchequer 
Court of Canada, of the difference between his 
superannuation allowance and his salary for a 
period of six months..................................................

322

750 00

PENITENTIARIES

Cost of administration, construction, purchase of 
land, supplies and eQuipment, maintenance and 
discharge of inmates of penitentiaries—Further
amount required...........................................■■■■■■■

Additional gratuity to J. C. Ponsford, late Warden, 
Kingston Penitentiary................................................

323 100,000 00

1,323 12
101,326 12

LEGISLATION

The Senate

To provide for the payment of the full sessional in
demnity for the session of 1932 to members of the 
Senate for days lost through absence due to 
public business, by illness, or on account of death. 
Payment to be made as the Treasury Board may 
direct........................................................................

To provide for further expenses on account of the 
Beauharnois Special Committee of the Senate...

Salaries and contingent expenses—Further amount 
required...................................................................

324 10,540 00 

12,127 15 

2,000 00
24,667 15

39674—n



20,000 00

25,000 00

2,340 00 

7,574 25
54,914 25

20,000 00
99,681 40

30,000 00 
50,000 00

315,000 00

90,000 00

250,000 00 
31,000 00 
5,000 00 
1,000 00

125,000 00

LEGISLATION—Concluded 
House of Commons

Publishing debates—Further amount required 
To provide for the full sessional indemnity to Mem

bers of the House of Commons—Rays lost 
through absence caused by illness, official public 
business, or on account of death during the 
present session—notwithstanding anything to the 
contrary in Chapter 147 of the Revised Statutes, 
1927, An Act respecting the Senate and House of 
Commons, or any amendments thereto, 
ments to be made as the Treasury Board
direct............................................................................

To purchase, for the use of Senators and Members of 
Parliament, 360 copies of the Canadian Annual
Review, edition of 1931-32..........................................

Estimates of the Sergeant-at Arms—Further amount 
required.......................................

Pay-
may

General

Printing, printing paper and binding—Further amount 
required............................................................................

AGRICULTURE

For the erection of an onion warehouse at Kelowna,
B.C. (Revote).........................................................

Experimental Farms—Further amount required......
Administration of the Destructive Insect and Pest

Act—Further amount required...............................
Assistance to Fairs and Exhibitions—Further amount

required....................................................................
Health of Animals, administration of the Animal 

Contagious Diseases Act and the Meat and Canned
Foods Act—Further amount required....................

Fruit—Further amount required................................
Grant to the Canadian Horticultural Council...........
Farm Economics—Further amount required............
For the payment of grants on account of cold storage 

warehouses approved for subsidy under the Cold 
Storage Act, by the Governor General in Council, 
but afterwards found not to comply with all the
provisions of that Act..............................................

Compensation for animals tested under the Animal 
Contagious Diseases Act, and dying before it 
possible to slaughter them, under the provisions 
of the Act, as follows:—

Carlyle, Walter, More wood, Ont.........................
Beauregard, Emile, St. Christine, Que...............
Gau vin, Mrs. Elisee, St. Edwidge, Que..............
Whattam, Harry, R. 4, Picton, Ont...................
Ladouceur, Jos., St. Edwidge, Que.....................
Madore, Georges, St. Edwidge, Que...................
Proulx, Leo., St. Edwidge, Que...........................
Chapdelaine, Lionel, St. Edwidge, Que..............
Scalabrini, Jos., St. Edwidge, Que......................
Boisvert, Jos., St. Hermenegilde, Que................
Gagne, Sylva, St. Edwidge, Que........................
Fecteau, Leandre, St. Edwidge, Que..................
Marquis, Julien, St. Edwidge, Que.....................
Gaulin, Edouard, St. Edwidge, Que...................
Chapdelaine, Albert, St. Edwidge, Que.............
Grandbois, Louis, St. Edwidge, Que..................
Lemieux, Jos., Embrun, Ont................................
Lynch, W. J., Chesterville, Ont..........................
Kelly, Murray, Chesterville, Ont.......................
Eby, Irwin, S. R. 2, Kitchener, Ont..................
Strachan, J. F., Miniota, Man...........
Scalabrini, AIL, St. Edwidge, Que......................

was

Service $ cts. $ cts. $ cts
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SUPPLEMENTARY ESTIMATES, 1932-382

No.
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260,000 00 

50,000 00

972 00
897,972 00

48,000 00 

3,300 00 

1,000 00
52,300 00

394,497 00

40,000 00

310,000 00

919 32
310,919 32

11,000 00

AGRICULTURE—Concluded

Bell, E. L., Peterboro, Ont...................................
Gunter, A. L., White’s Cove, N.B.......................
Douglas, Jas. & Son, Caledonia, Ont...................
Omichinski, J. A., Kawende, Man.......................
McMillan, Ford, Finch, Ont.................................
Gagnon, Jos., St. Henri de Taillon, Que..............
Lachance, Horace, St. Thomas Didyme, Que...
Chaloux, Arthur, St. Edwidge, Que.....................
Scalabrini, Alf., St. Edwidge, Que.......................
Crete, Moise, St. Malo d’Auckland, Que.............
Moreau, Florent, St. Malo d’Auckland, Que.......
Chaloux, Philias, St. Edwidge, Que.....................
Crete, Donat, St. Malo d’Auckland, Que............
Brule, Odilon, Rigaud, Que...................................

IMMIGRATION AND COLONIZATION

337 Immigration salaries and contingencies—Further
amount required....................................... .......... .......

338 Chinese Immigration, salaries and contingencies—
Further amount required......................................

339 Relief of distressed Canadians outside of Canada-
Further amount required.......................................

SOLDIER AND GENERAL LAND 
SETTLEMENT

340 To provide for such advances as may be approved by 
the Director of Soldier Settlement for the payment, 
of arrears of 1931 taxes on Soldier Settlement 
properties occupied by soldier settlers, British 
family settlers or other settlers and on reverted 
properties leased during the year 1931, pursuant to 

with the Unions of Municipalities ofagreement
Alberta, Saskatchewan and Manitoba dated 
March 29, 1930............................................................

PENSIONS

Salaries and contingent expenses of the Board of 
Pension Commissioners for Canada—Further 
amount required.........................................................

341

NATIONAL DEFENCE

Militia Services—
Cadet Services—To meet balance of commitments. 
Non-Permanent Active Militia—Further amount 

required....................................................................

342
343

General—
Miscellaneous:

To authorize refund to the widow of the late 
Sergeant-Major Henry Hinde of his contribu
tions to the militia pension fund........................

344

PUBLIC WORKS—CHARGEABLE TO 
CAPITAL

Harbours and Rivers

Fort William and Port Arthur Harbours—Further 
amount required.........................................................

345

;;V;
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351 Vancouver—Site for public building addition—To 
provide for payment of $100,000 of which $49,484.70 
is to be made payable to the Montreal Trust 
Company and C. M. O’Brian, agent of the Minister 
of Justice, and the balance payable jointly to 
Victor Spencer and C. M. O’Brian, agent of the 
Minister of Justice...................................................... 100,000 00

Public Buildings Generally

Ottawa—Photographic accommodation for the
Royal Canadian Mounted Police..............................

Ottawa—Paving roadways, etc ........................ _........
Ottawa—C. Jackson Booth, for restoration of Trans

portation Building...............................................
Ottawa—Laboratory for Department of Mines,

Booth St., and alterations—Revote........................
Ottawa—Central Heating Plant—Improvements and

repairs.............................. ....................;...............
Ottawa—Connaught Building—Alterations and im

provements..................................................................

1,500 00 
5,000 00

19,925 00
352

4,000 00 

7,700 00 

3,000 00
41,125 00

Rents, Repairs, Furniture, Heating, Etc.

Ottawa Public Buildings and Grounds 
Departments Generally—Char Service—Further 

amount required to provide for taking ove Char 
Service at the Geodetic and Observatory bu dings
formerly paid by Interior Department...................

Telephone Service—Further amount required...........
353 Heating, including salaries of engineers, firemen and 

watchmen—Further amount required.....................

3.500 00
7.500 00

10,000 00

Dominion Public Buildings
Salaries of Caretakers, Engineers, Firemen, etc.—

Further amount required.........................................
Light and Power—Further amount required.............

40,000 00 
33,500 00

94,500 00

.'iM
w

No.
$ cts.Service $ cts.of

Vote

PUBLIC WORKS—CHARGEABLE TO 
INCOME

Public Buildings 

Quebec

f Montreal—Postal Station at Rosemount, to purchase
site...............................................................................

Ste. Anne de Bellevue—Public Building—Under 
Contract—Further amount required—Revote........

15,000 00

8,000 00

346
!
I 23,000 00

Ontario

347 London Armouries—Government’s share of cost of 
local improvements—Further amount required. 2,600 00

E
Manitoba

348 Brandon Public Building—Fittings, alterations and 
improvements—Revote............................................. 2,000 00

Saskatchewan

349 Qu'Appelle—To purchase Union Bank Building for 
Postal purposes......................................................... 3,000 00

Alberta

350 Calgary—Public Building—Under Contracts Revote 

British Columbia

7,000 00

SUPPLEMENTARY ESTIMATES, 1932-334

$ cts



SUPPLEMENTARY ESTIMATES, 193S-S3 5

No.
$ $ cts. $Service cts.of cts.

Vote

PUBLIC, WORKS—CHARGEABLE TO 
INCOME—Concluded

Harbours and Rivers

Nova Scotia

Little Anse—Breakwater—Under contract—To com- 
,541 plete payments....................................................................

I Malagash—Wharf improvements—Revote..................

3,200 00 
17,000 00 
5,000 00

25,200 00

Prince Edward Island

Cardigan—To provide wharf accommodation.............

New Brunswick

Dredging Miramichi River..............................................

Quebec

Beauharnois—Wharf reconstruction—Under con
tract—Revote......................................................................

Temiskaming Dam—Reconstructing Quebec side...

Ontario

Byng Inlet—Dredging—Further amount required to 
complete payments on contracts...................................

Toronto—Harbour improvements—Revote $12,000.

British Columbia

Arrowhead—Extension of landing slip............................
Fraser River—Repairs to protection work at Rose- 

dale, the Provincial Government and Municipality 
of Chilliwack each to contribute a like amount..

Fraser, Skeena and Naa% Rivers—Operation and 
maintenance of snagboats............................................

Ganges—Wharf improvements..........................................

Dredging

Dredging—Ontario and Quebec—Further amount 
required.................................................................................

6,000 00355

12,000 00356

-2.000 00
70,000 00

357-

72,000 00

500 00 
24,000 00

358

24,500 00

5,000 00

800 00359

25,000 00 
1,800 00

32,600 00

360
50,000 00

Telegraph and Telephone Lines 

Nova Scotia

Telephone line from Cain Mountain to Estmere.........
Purchase of telegraph pole line between Troy and 

Seaside...................................................................................

860 00
361

À1,200 00

New Brunswick

Telephone line from Middle Caraquet to St. Simon. 

Saskatchewan and Alberta

Pelican—Building for Telegraph Service.......................
Building for Telegraph Service on Fort McMurray 

line...........................................................................................

950 00362

900 00
363

900 00

British Columbia

Telephone line from Fort St. John to Montney...........

Miscellaneous

Surveys and Inspections—Further amount required

3,500 00364
8,310,00

15,000 00365
518,835 CO
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SUPPLEMENTARY ESTIMATES, 1932-S36

m No.
of Service S cts. $ $ cts.cts.

Vote

MAIL SUBSIDIES AND STEAMSHIP 
SUBVENTIONS

Additional amount required to provide, as author
ized by the Governor in Council, for coastal 
subsidies and to meet obligations under existing 
contracts......................................................................

366

82,497 50

-V-.'v
OCEAN AND RIVER SERVICE. Ed

PM 367 Hydrographic Survey—To provide for the balance of 
advance, unaccounted for, to the late G. A. Bach- 
and, Officer-in-Charge of C.G.S. Cartier and Gulf 
of St. Lawrence Hydrographic Survey, who was
drowned while on duty on June 8, 1931....................

Radio Service—Further amount required................
Amount to provide for expenses in connection with the 

representation of Canada at the International Radio 
Conference at Madrid, Spain, in September, 1932..

899 61 
500,000 00368

369

15,000 00
515,899 61

LIGHTHOUSE AND COAST SERVICE

Maintenance and repairs to wharves—Further 
amount required......................................................

370
5,000 00

SCIENTIFIC INSTITUTIONS

Department of Marine

Meteorological Service, including Magnetic Obser
vatory—Further amount required...........................

371
100,000 00

STEAMBOAT INSPECTION

Steamboat Inspection—Further amount required372 15,080 00

MINES AND GEOLOGICAL SURVEY

Geological Survey—
For publications of English and French editions of 

reports, maps, illustrations, etc.—Further amount
required....................................................................

Mines Branch—
For publications, English and French, purchase of 

books, instruments, miscellaneous assistance and 
contingencies—Further amount required............

373

10,000 00
374

10,000 00
20,000 00

LABOUR

Annuities Act—Further amount required to provide
for commissions for sale of Annuities.......................

To reimburse the Dominion Government Annuities 
Fund to cover amounts misappropriated by An
nuity Agent C. G. Beveridge, Vancouver, B.C----

375
25,000 00

376

42,000 00
67,000 00

PUBLIC PRINTING AND STATIONERY

377 Printing and binding official publications for sale 
and distribution to departments and the public— 
Further amount required.......................................... 7,500 00

INDIANS

378 To provide for expenses connected with the adminis
tration of Indian Affairs, including salaries, sup
plies, relief, medical attendance, hospitalization, 
dwellings, agricultural activities, surveys, roads, 
bridges, irrigation, dyking, education, etc.— 
Further amount required.......................................... 219,100 00

V : .'7"\
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SUPPLEMENTARY ESTIMATES, 1932-33 7

No.
of Service I S cts. $ eta.cts.

Vote

ROYAL CANADIAN MOUNTED POLICE

Maintenance—Further amount required379 200,000 00

GOVERNMENT OF THE NORTHWEST 
TERRITORIES

380 Radio Services—For the maintenance and operation 
of the Northwest Territories Radio System— 
Further amount required.......................................... 33,000 00

DOMINION LANDS, PARKS, ETC.

To cover professional assistance engaged by the 
Governor in Council to assist Departmental offi
cers who are advising re International and Bound
ary Waterway questions............................................

To provide for the expenses incurred under the Lake 
of the Woods Control Board Act, 1921, and under 
the agreement between the Dominion, Ontario and 
Manitoba, confirmed by the Lac Seul Conserva
tion Act, 1928, for the construction of a dam at the 
outlet of Lac Seul and its operation by the Lake 
of the Woods Control Board, money expended to be 
reimbursed to the Dominion by the Province of 
Manitoba under the term» of paragraph 8 of the
Manitoba Transfer Agreement.................................

Advancement of forest conservation in Canada-
Further amount required..........................................

Amount required to cover the payment of retiring 
leave to officials other than those on Civil Govern
ment.............................................................................

SI5,000 00 m
m

381-

21,000 00 

12,000 00

11,000 00
49,000 00

PENSIONS AND NATIONAL HEALTH

Grant to Last Post Fund—Further amount required 
War Veterans' Allowances—Further amount required

5,000 00
200,000 00

382
383

205,000 00
MISCELLANEOUS

Grant to Executive of the World’s Postal Union to
wards their expenses when they meet in Canada
in 1933..........................................................................

To provide for the expenses of the Royal Commission
on Transportation.....................................................

To provide for payments in connection with 
movements of coal under conditions prescribed 
by the Governor in Council and for the cost of ad
ministration thereof—Further amount required.., 

To provide for expenses in connection with the Imper
ial Economic Conference and to authorize em
ployment of staff, notwithstanding anything to 
the contrary in the Civil Service Act—Further
amount required........................................................

To provide for expenses of representation at the Dis
armament Conference................................................

To provide for Canada’s contribution to the Inter
national Wheat Information Service........................

To provide for an honorarium to Chief Justice Brown, 
notwithstanding anything to the contrary in- the
Judges Act.................................................................

To provide for grants to veterans of the North West 
Mounted Police, who served in the North West 
Rebellion of 1885, in lieu of scrip, $300 each, as
authorized by the Governor-in-Couneil...................

Public Archives—Further amount required...............
Federal District Commission—To provide for main

tenance and improvement of properties under 
the control of the Federal District Commission..

384

25,000 00

f0,000 00
385

386

• ■ u650,000 00
387

!

100,000 00
388

30,000 00 

7,300 00
389

390

500 00
391

37,500 00 
3,000 00392

393

55,000 00
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SUPPLEMENTARY ESTIMATES, 1932-333

No.
of Service $ cts. $ $cts. cts.Vote

MISCELLANEOUS—Concluded

Grant to John Thomas Miner (Jack Miner) to assist
^ him in his wild life conservation work.........

To provide for the Book of Remembrance of 
bers of the Canadian Forces, and Canadians in the 
Forces of the British Empire, who lost their lives
in the Great War................................................................

Grant to the National Council of Education.............
Pending the establishment of a Trust Fund of $25,000, 

as an expression of the friendly interest of Canada 
in the celebration in 1930 of the 1000th Anniversary 
of the establishment of the Icelandic Parliament 
to pay to the Government of Iceland the 
$1,250, being one year’s interest at the rate of 5 per
cent per annum on the said sum of $25,000...............

To provide for the Administration of the Bankruptcy 
Act—Further amount required................................... ..

394
2,500 00

395 mem-

10,000 00
5,000 00396

397

ofsum

1,250 00398
25,000 00t 1,002,050 00

NATIONAL REVENUE

399 To provide for Collection of the Revenue—Further 
amount required to supplement item No. 277 in the 
Main Estimates..........................................................■■ 789,811 65

POST OFFICE—OUTSIDE SERVICE

Salaries and Allowances—Further amount required.. 
Miscellaneous Expenditure—For manufacturing post

age stamps, post cards, envelopes, post band::, 
etc.—Further amount required.....................................

200,000 00
400<

66,000 00
266,000 00

TRADE AND COMMERCE

Commercial Intelligence Service, including miscel
laneous expenditure in connection with Canada's
trade—Further amount required............................

Dominion Bureau of Statistics—Further amount re
quired for census.................................................................

401

10,873 35 

35,000 00
402

45,873 35

ADJUSTMENT OF WAR CLAIMS

To provide (or the payment of claims for compen
sation for loss sustained by the civil population 
and prisoners of war of Canada during the late war, 
interest thereon and cost of administration............

403

500,000 00

6,620,472 95

SUMMARY

Chargeable to ( 'onsolidated Revenue Fund Account............................
Chargeable to Capital Account......................................................................

Total Consolidated Revenue and Capital Accounts. 
Chargeable to Adjustment of War Claims..............................................

$ 6,109,472 95
11,000 00

$ 6,120,472 95 
500,000 00

$ 6,020,472 95

m
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ESTIMATES, 1932-38

II—CHARGES OF MANAGEMENT
7

Amount to be voted $826,628 00

Compared with Estimates 
of 1931-32No.

of Details 1932-33 1931-32
Vote Increase Decrease

$ cts. $ cts. $ cts. $ cts.

Offices of the Assistant Receivers 
General—

Salaries and Contingencies............
Printing, signing, sealing and macerat

ing Dominion Notes.......................
Printing, advertising, inspection, ex

press, etc............................................
Commission for payment of interest 

on public debt, purchase of sink
ing funds, auditing...........................

English bill stamps, postage, etc........
To provide for temporary clerical 

work in connection with the trans
fer and registration of bonds, etc., 
and the flotation of loans, and 
authority for these purposes to 
employ a temporary staff, fix 
their rates of remuneration and 
otherwise wholly regulate their 
services without reference to and 
notwithstanding anything in the
Civil Service Act..........................

Appropriation not required for 19S2S3.

128,722 00 

458,537 00 

119,679 00

8140,000 00 

475,000 00 

125,000 00

11,278 00 

16,463 00 

5,321 00
'

100,000 00
2,500 00

100,000 00
2,500 00

1

1

17,190 00 45,000 00 
1,500 00

27,810 00 
1,500 00

826,628 00 889,000 00 62,372 00

'

11
M

■ ■
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ESTIMATES, 1932-88

III—CIVIL GOVERNMENT
8

$11,083,193 10Amount to be voted

£ Compared with Estimates 
of 1931-32

De-o
tails> 1931-321932-33Department on
p iged DecreaseIncreaseNo.a

$ cts.$ cts.$ ots.S cts.

2 Office of the Secretary to the
Governor General—

Salaries......................... .. ........... .........
Contingencies, including house 

allowance of $1,500 per annum 
to the Secretary to the Governor 
General..............................................

3 Agriculture—
Salaries..................................................
Contingencies.......................................

4 Auditor General’s Office—
Salaries..................................................
Contingencies.......................................

6 Civil Service Commission-
Salaries..................................................
Contingencies.......................................

6 External Affairs—
Salaries..................................................
Contingencies.......................................

7 Finance— .
Salaries, including appointment of 

Miss M. Guthrie, B.A. as a Sec
retary to Executive at $1,980...

Contingencies.......................................
Inspector General of Banks— 

Salaries and contingencies...........
8 Fisheries—

Salaries..................................................
Contingencies......................................

9 Immigration and Colonization—
Salaries..................................................
Contingencies.......................................

10 Indian Affairs—
Salaries..................................................
Contingencies.......................................

11 Insurance—
Salaries..................................................
Contingencies......................................

12 Interior-
Salaries .................................................
Contingencies.....................................

13 Justice—
Salaries.................................. •■■■■•.■
Contingencies, including the Solic 

itor General’s Office....................

5,178 0034,500 0029,322 0065

2,000 00

166,742 00 
15,000 00

65,187 00

72,500 00

938,285 00 
165,000 00

390,825 00 
55,000 00

239,740 00 
77,000 00

105,940 00 
69,000 00

70,500 00

771,543 00 
150,000 00

325,638 00 
60,000 00

204,930 00 
67,000 00

87,678 00 
67,000 00

65

68
5,000 00

34,810 00
10,000 0069

18,262 00
2,000 00

70

93,598 00
2,000 00

6,660 00

28,450 00 
5,000 00

51,789 00
10,000 00

19,965 50

506,140 00 
40,000 00

30,000 00

167,860 00 
45,000 00

312,555 00 
40,000 00

182,420 00 
23,000 00

95,710 00 
74,000 00

950,000 00 
80,000 00

272,123 33

40,000 00

271,715 00 
30,000 00

441,417 74 
70,000 00

647,485 00 
15,000 00

762,230 00 
70,000 00

823,310 00 
40,000 00

31,595 00

229,610 00 
87,000 00

412,542 00 
38,000 00

23,340 00

139,410 00 
40,000 00

260,766 00 
30,000 00

162,454 50 
23,000 00

84,762 00 
69,000 00

686,015 00 
40,000 00

221,128 00

40,000 00

224,802 00 
30,000 00

367,137 00 
70,000 00

541,224 00 
15,000 00

667,035 00 
60,000 00

956,772 00 
50,000 00

24,817 50

189,468 00 
70,000 00

71

72

73

74

10,948 00 
5,000 00

263,985 00 
40,000 00

50,995 33

75

75

78

14 Labour-
Salaries. ..........................................
Contingencies.................................

15 Marine—
Salaries............................................
Contingencies.................................

16 Mines—
Salaries.................................... .. • ■ •
Contingencies.................................

17 National Defence—
Salaries............................................
Contingencies.................................

18 National Revenue—
Salaries............................................
Contingencies.................................

19 Office of the Prime Minister-
Salaries............................

20 Pensions and National Health—•
Salaries............................................
Contingencies.................................

46,913 0080

74,280 74
81

106,261 0082

95,195 00
10,000 0084

133,462 00
10,000 0086

6,777 50

40,142 00 
17,000 00

87

87

m
w

:<



51,341 5047,220 00 
4,722 00

51,341 5042,498 00

18,000 00 
1,000 00 

12,000 00 
1,000 00

15,000 00 
1,000 00 

12,000 00 
1,000 00

83,341 5071,498 00

$ cts. « cts.

1,380 00
2,220 00

1,440 00 
3,060 00 
2,610 00

5,400 00
2.700 00 
1,920 00 
5,141 25

3.700 00

74,965 00 
2,190 00 
2,640 00 

24,331 25 
45,039 00 
20,000 00 
15,000 00 

500 00

2,220 00

1,440 00

2,640 00

4,320 00 
1,260 00 
1,680 00 
5,100 00

3,700 00

70,737 50 
2,190 00 
1,440 00 

23,225 00 
43,000 00 
15,000 00 
13,000 00 

500 00

1,800 00 1,800 00

1,000 00

500 00

1,000 00

500 00

600 00 600 00

195,352 50 218,136 50
16,252 50

179,100 00 218,136 50

2,280 00

Department of the Sergeant-at-arms

Stenographer, Grade 3...........................................................
Chief Parliamentary Messenger and Housekeeper.............
Assistant Chief Parliamentary Messenger and House

keeper................................................................................
Manager of Joint Parliamentary Restaurant.......................
Parliamentary Doorkeepers: 1 at $1,440; 1 at $1,200.........
Confidential Messengers: 1 at $1,620; 1 at $1,440; 1 at

$1,260.................................................................................
Parliamentary Messenger.....................................................
Chiefs of Pages: 1 at $1,080; 1 at $4. per diem...................
Pages as required....................................................................
Repair Men: 1 Chief at $5.50 per diem; 1 at $4.50 per

diem..................................................................................
Sessional Messengers: Temporary Messengers and Pro

tective Service; Sessional Book-keepers.......................
Chief of Protective Service...................................................
Supervisor of Char Service....................................................
Charwomen and Temporary Charwomen as required......
Temporary Servants as required..........................................
Joint Parliamentary Restaurant...........................................
Tradesmen and others............................................................
Housekeeper's Contingencies.................................................
Transportation—Motor Services: Messenger service bet

ween House and Government Printing Bureau, etc__
Unforeseen Expenses: By Order of the Board of Commis

sioners (Gratuity to retiring sessional messengers,
etc.)...................................................................................

To provide for the payment of an allowance to the Acting
Deputy Sergeant-at-Arms...............................................

To provide for an amount for the Sergeant-at-Arms in lieu 
of residence.......................................................................

1
1 1
1 1

1
2 2
3 4

1 3
2 2

2 2

1 1
1 2

14 20
Less ten per cent of salaries.

Library of Parliament

Joint Librarians, 2 at $6,000...................................................
Assistant Librarian.................................................................
Assistant Librarian, to authorize payment of M. C. Mac-

Cormac from April 1, 1932..............................................
Chief Reference Clerk............................................................
Reference Clerk......................................................................
Cataloguers, 2 at $2,400..........................................................
Library Clerk-Bookkeeper....................................................
Clerk of Periodicals................................................................
Senior Library Assistant........................................................
Registry and Shelving Clerk................................................
Library Assistants: 1 at $1,620; 2 at $1,560; 1 at $1,260...
Messenger.................................................................................
Senior Bookbinder..................................................................
Clerk, Grade 3........................................................................

2 2
1 1
1 1

1 1
1 1
2 2
1 1
1 1
1 1
1 1
4 4

1
1 1

1

17 19
Less ten per cent

Books—
For General Library, including Binding
For Library of American History..........

Contingencies....................................................
To provide for cost of Printing Reports........

39648—21

ESTIMATES, 1932-33

VI—LEGISLATION—Concluded

19

SalariesNumber
Details

1932-33 1931-321932-33 1931-32
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$ cts. $ cts.$ cts.$ cts.

231,300 00 
200,000 00 
390,200 00

63,700 00 
203,708 08 
112,000 00

295,000 00 
453,703 OS 
502,200 00

Dairying....................................................
Cold Storage Warehouses.....................
Fruit.......................................................
Seed, feed and fertilizer control, in

cluding grants to Seed Fairs, etc., 
also grant of $18,900 to the Canadian
Seed Growers Association---- :...

For experiments in dehydration of
fruits and vegetables..........................

Live Stock................................................
Experimental Farms..............................
Assistance to Fairs and Exhibitions, 

including the Royal Agricultural
Winter Fair.........................................

Health of Animals, administration of 
the Animal Contagious Diseases 
Act and the Meat and Canned Foods
Act..........................................................

Entomology............................................
Administration of Destructive Insect

and Pest Act.........................................
Publications.............................................
International Institute of Agriculture. 
Farm Economics, including agricul

tural co-operative marketing...........
Contributions to Empire Bureaux. 
Grant to Executive Committee of the

World’s Grain Congress..................
Appropriations not required for 19S2SS

413,200 00 573,000 00

10,000 00 20,000 00
1,380.00000 1,530,00000
1,492,000 00 2,325,000 00

159,800 00

10,000 00 
150,000 00 
833,000 00

350,000 00 650,000 00 300,000 00

2,550,000 00 
35,000 00

705,000 00 
38,000 00 
13,500 00

12,000 00
25,000 00

200,000 00
41,163 66

1,6.54,000 00 
25,000 00

328,300 00 
7,500 00 

10,000 00

8,600 00
21,000 00

150,000 00

896,000 00
10,000 00

376,700 00 
30,500 00 

3,500 00

3,400 00 
4,000 00

50,000 00 
41,163 06

9,968,571 74 3,297,471 746,671,100 00

ESTIMATES, 1932-3320

VII—AGRICULTURE

$6,671,100 00Amount to be voted

Compared with Estimates 
of 1931-32No. 1931-321932-33Detailsof

DecreaseIncreaseVote
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May third,
1 9 5 2 *

■ » . 0a t ty f E 8<j « , ^ • C * , Li » D* |
Chancellor,
McGill University.

Dear Chancellor,

Lot me a ck now led re your letter of 
yesterday, with documents mentioned. I regret that 
apparently I have not made myself clear to you.

T/hat I had In mind when I proposed 
representations to the Dominion Government suggesting 
restitution of the former grants to the entomological 
services of Canada had less to do with Macdonald 
College in particular than with what I consider is 
of utmost importance to the cause of agriculture in 
general in Canada*

■ ■ W,

I believe in scientific agriculture, 
and I know of no other industry that needs, cr deserves 
what science can bring to it more than agriculture*
This country loses millions each year by the ravages 
of tlights, pests and pnrasitesj it was stated recently 
that Canada was losing i150,000,000 annually by insect 
pests alone, and I am informed on very good authority 
that this is probably an under-estimate. To combat 
the pests and to save the loss the total expenditure 
in Canada has been very small. Sow, more than ever, 
we should continue our efforts to combat this wastage. 
Then, too, it is useless to hope that we can hold any 
preference we may be given in the markets of the Empire 
for our apples, potatoes, etc. unless we ensure that 
they are of a quality to compete successfully with 
the products of other parts of the world, 
there is no possibility of successful comp tit ion if 
our entomological services are cut down.

I

I am sure

m

|||
;
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2.
This annual loss cannot be removed by prayer; 

it can only bo lessened by the attention of scientifically- 
trained men. These men, it is true, must be trained in the 
colleges and universities, but many of them look forward to 
employment in the Government Laboratories and in field work. Of 
the 267 who have obtained the degree of Bachelor of Science in 
Agriculture from Macdonald College, 46 are engaged In teaching, 
and 110 in government positions. There is more than enough for 
them to do; and what they can do to help the farmer is worth a 
hundred times more than the encouragement which the Government 
has given in the past.

Macdonald College is affected in this way.- 
It is the leading agricultural college in this ominion.
In the twenty-five years of its existence It has turned out 
more post-graduate students than all the other agricultural 
colleges In Canada put together, and I believe, although 1 am 
not positive, that to-day we have in attendance at Macdonald 
as many students taking post-graduate work as are in attendance 
at all the other a ricultural colleges put together, 
and more each year is Macdonald recognised as the leading post
graduate school in agriculture in Canada,

More

Ho entomologist
In Canada is quite in Professor Brittain’s class, nor is 

there a geneticist superior to Huskins, 
meats, like Plant Pathology, Bacteriology and Boil Chemistry, 
are as well staffed here as anywhere else.
chooses to emasculate its entomological services, naturally 
fewer men will attempt to make theme Ives expert in these 
subjects, because they will see that as far as this country 
is concerned, there is no future for practical work, 
had two of this year’s graduating class ask last week to be 
recommended for positions in the Colonial Service of the 
Imperial Government, who, despite the financial situation, 
are increasing their services of this kind.

The kindred départ

ir the Government

I

You ask whether I am satisfied with the
Pi scon tent

But I believe that in the
organization of Macdonald College, 
is the mainspring of progress, 
light of my own knowledge and and of the Survey Report on 
Macdonald, the College is doing exceptional work and de
serves well.

I am not.

■■O could improve it, without doubt, were 
Under present conditions, we mustresources available, 

do everything possible to maintain its efficiency.

Ever yours faithfully,

Principal.

■

tm

___________________________
.



CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY COMPANY
OFFICE OF THE CHAIRMAN AND PRESIDENT

MONTREAL
May 2nd, 1932,

Dear Sir Arthur,-

I return the documents you were good enough to

givé me on Friday and have carefully read them over the

week-end,

In principle, I naturally agree with the conten
&

.

tion made as to the unwisdom of reducing unduly these i

votes for scientific work. I am not sufficiently advised

as to what extent Macdonald College is directly concerned

with the grants, hut if it is affected, then, of course, the 

sufficiency of the work of the College will require to be

shown. I presume you are satisfied as to the organisation

there and the result of their research activities.

The size of the grants have always been moderate, 

and I think a good case may be made out for a very limited

/reduction.

Sincerely

Sir Arthur Currie, G. C. M. G 
Principal and Vice-Chancellor 
McGill University,
MONTREAL, Que,

«•
 •

_
m
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Proposed Reduction in Agricultural Services.MEMO: Re

efforts of the Government to effect economies in 
services and departments are admittedly essential 
situation and deserving of the utmost sympathy 

curtailment of merely routine or clerical

The
government al 
to the present 
and support, 
wo rk, or the 
no permanent effect upon

%
<■

The
postponement of projected public wor.cs will have

the future development of the country, 
most careful discrimination as affectingOn the other hand, the 

vital services is essential, to ensure that the hasic framework
and the machinery necessary for future progress 

It may be that reorganization is called
of our organizations 
is not irreparably injured, 
for, but it must be 
and interdependent units must be an
could only be safely undertaken

could only be given in some cases by a properly qualified

recognized that readjustment of such intricate
exceedingly delicate^and probably

after much expert thought and advice,

such as
independent commission.

sudden and drastic cuts proposedIt would appear that the 
in certain of the public services, and notably in agriculture,

and unbalance the machineryare likely seriously to disorganize 
that has been built up over a period of years
definite needs, to terminate 
to disrupt the progress of promising investigations now in process 
of development and to prevent the inception of further needful work. 
Everyone recognizes that never in the present century has agriculture

made during this century

in response to 
established work of proven value,

been in such sore distress. The progress
is due, in no small measure, to these very services, which, apparently,

However sympathetic and earnestare now to be seriously curtailed.
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a government may be in advancing the interests of agriculture, it is 
extremely doubtful if any form of assistance can equal scientific

Every country in the world recognizes that this is the best 
contribution that can be made to agriculture and even those in much 
greater distress than ourselves continue to build and extend this 
service*

service.

It is not to be supposed that this service has been limited to 
the field of agricultural production alone; nor in addition has it 
merely had to do with the marketing of farm products, its ultimate 
effect may be most apparent in the sound development of the country's 
trade and commerce*

CanadaTs position in the export trade for farm products has never
She finds herself with a surplus

It is impera
been more*critical than it is today, 
quantity of a larger number of products than ever before.
tive that they be sold abroad, but, with all of these she has to face the

Behind every single product that ismost formidable kind of competition.
now in a position to command consideration in the export trade is to be 
found a network of services including education, regulation and research,

Our position with any of thesebased largely on government services, 
products is not yet so secure that we can afford to diminish our efforts 

Certain agricultural industries may be temporarily 
distressed and their product may now be of low value in the world's 
markets, but to relinquish their position might mean a great sacrifice 
ultimately and the services upon which they depend, once discontinued, or 
too drastically curtailed, cannot be readily brought back again with the

in any way.

return of more normal conditions.
Of late years, work of much potential value in certain fields 

has been undertaken and, Indeed, has reached a point where returns of
It does not seem good business, thereforevalue are to be anticipated, 

to lose irrevocably all that has gone into this work in trying to tide
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the country.over a serious temporary situation»
The severest blow that has been dealt by the proposed reductions,

however, is to the human material, i *e • the technical personnel* 
do not refer to the personal effect upon the men themselves, but the 
effect on the future development of Canada, 
urged that Canada lacked a sufficient body of trained men, that, in 
spite of what was being accomplished, a different and more thorough 
training, a new view-point and a different method of approach was 

to enable us to meet modem competetive methods.

We

For years it has been

Thisne cessary
challenge was accepted by the universities, who at great cost to 
themselves and with no appreciable assistance from the government, 
built up an organization capable of meeting these supposed needs •
As a result, there are now available a more adequate force of com
petent young Canadians trained and equipped in Canada to solve Canadian

problems •
The proposed sudden cessation of activities means that these 

men must find employment elsewhere and, not only that, but it will 
force all others in a less advanced state of training to look elsewhere

The result will be that when this time of stressfor their life work*
is over we will neither have these same men nor others to take their

These men will be irrevocably lost to us; the care and effortplaces•
that went into their training will be lost; the money that they and the 
country have spent on their special education will be lost* 
a plant pathologist, a chemist, or an entomologist is not something that 
can be improvised in a few months or years, for the fact should not be 
lost sight of that those who are now completing their work, or have but 
recently completed it, are not only the result of a long and more careful

A geneticist,

process of training but also of a more rigid system of selection than
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The country needs their services now even more than in 
prosperous times, when wastefulness is less harmful* 
the foregoing, a serious blow is struck at the morale of the whole 
remaining staff who see the efforts of years brought to nothing, 
spirit of an organization is not something that can be built up at a 
moment's notice and it is this factor that will bear most heavily on 
the most efficient and valued members of departments.

If we have faith in the future of our country, may we not well 
question whether we are justified in paying so heavy a price to tide 
us over a merely temporary emergency.

ever before.
In addition to

The
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Tliis is a "brie£ statement ox sod© facts that ■ iau oe consider ed 

to have a bearing on the proposed cut in the appropriation of the

Federal grant to the Division of Botany,
of the Division of Botany is in the fieldThe chief endeavour 

of Plant Pathology, Dili le Plant Pathology is one or the nos*, recenulÿ 

developed branches of botanical studies, it is today one or vhe mo 

important. The development of this science in Canada has been n pic 

during the past twenty years and in a measure in keeping 

developments in this field elsewhere. In 1909 the Dominion ! overn-

ment established the Division of Botany as an entity and Dr.Gussow 

the present Dominion Botanist was appointed to be the he of tnc

laboratory at Ottawa, -ince then the services 

been extended by the estaolishmenu Ox u(jn

I

Division with one

of the Division have
Canada all organised for the purpose of

laboratory ii each
other laboratories across

plant pat! ilogic .1 work. There is re* one

These areprovince excepting British Columbia which has 0•
of Plant Pathology. Dhile ranch creditc.lied Dominion Laboratories 

is due Dr. Gussow for his 

in inducing the Government to organise 

havo really be on est blislied due to procure 

of growers in order to deal 

growing of plants. In other 

a definite need and situation.
I estimate the permanent staff of these laboratories to total

about fifty. Por th summer work, in addition, about scwoaty-fi e

1 leadership in this work and his efforts 

these laboratories, these 

from v-.aiou grpi po

■■

v/ith special dise se problems in the

words each has been organised uc me , uIS
E:‘-x- ’ ■fist:II-
■ 
r r ■
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temporary workers arc usually t ken on» Bach labor tory carries 

extension work among the growers and investigations on the particular 

disease problems o; the district it serves, The Eu t Eesearch Lab

oratory at Winnipeg was organised for the sole purpose of investi

gating the important cereal runt problem, uome idea of the amount of 

work, present at; .ling and accomplishments of these laboratories may 

be obtained from the last printed annual Report of the Dominion 

Botanist for the year 1930. This a 185 page report all of which 

exc .iti" g 17 pages are reports on plant pathological vork, most of

which is of an investigational nature. This covers studies on dise...es

of all types, including cereals, vegetables, ornamentals and 'trees.

It is believed that an annual loss of 2 per cent of the tot 1 

agricultural crop of Canada is a very conservative estimate of the 

damage done by disease in plants. This amounts to an annual loss of 

many millions of dollars. This year the appropriation to the Division 

of Botany b; sed on the Government estimate has been cut to y160,000, 

which is approximately only one-half the amount they spent in their 

work last year. Both amounts are very small compared to the total losses 

due to plant diseases, and this would seem to justif the coati sed 

expenditure of the larger amount even in times of economic depression 

such as these. The chances for profitable growing of plants with low 

price levels is much less today than in more prosperous times, and so 

the grower is much more in need of such help as the Botany Division 

can and does supply. This service can be properly and adequately 

maintained only by the necess; ry financial government support. The 

appropriated sv a of ;.160,000 seems entirely inadequate and must result 

in restriction and impairment of work so advantageous to agriculture. 

Many examples of the services rendered by the Division might be

on
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given, Lut only a few will Le mortior ,
TLe production of certified seed potatoes in Canada Las 

and Lean made possiLle Ly the efforts of the Botany Division.grown up
After a few years of preliminary work potato field inspection and
certification was commenced in Prince Edward Is land 'aid : ew Brunswick 
Ly the Dominion Botanist in 1015. Die v lue of ams -i .-ce, apptu - • ,

Lean extended until now the inspection service extendsso this work lias
throughout the Dominion, and is one of the more popular and very 
important activities of the Division. The acreages for the various

as follows :provinces inspected Ly the Government -lon -were 
Prince Edward Island - 24,874; ÎIov Ecotia - --iC ; 1 i Brunis -ick

; Ontario - 1,786; L dtoLa - 348; Saskatchewan - 
- 174, and British Columbia - 456. This makes a total ox

34,305 acres for Canada with a total production <~u ap>_ c. ,J..._telv
of certified seed potatoes* Tlie inspection o . k iv 

Destructive Insect and Pest *xct of Canada. D st

: 2,750;

258;„uehec - 3,169
DTP alberta

5,000,000 bushels
carried on under the

as year the appropriation for this item, out of which potage iropoc
this has been reduced tois financed, was 0705,000 and this year 

v328,000. This cut is so drastic that it may Le ne ce ry to a op cu
re suit of this kind would be deplorablegreatly curtail this service. A 

as this represents a special type of industry of importance which can
only be maintained by the continuance of seed certification.

Research laboratory at Winnipeg, organized inThe Dominion Rust 
1923, is one of the le ding 
study of the rust problem. Its work and organize tion has at eras ..ail
attention and respect in all parts of the world. In 1928, Dr.D.L. 
Bailey, who was then in charge of this laboratory, - r- ,€ • ,aa‘fc

laboratories in the world devoted to the

.
"x.
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rust on wheat alone c .used an e; tinateti loss of *200,000,000 in
-estern Oar.adi m 1916, a rear in which a v _ry serious outbreak occurred.
He estimated that the annual avers5e Iocs due to stem rust during the
previous twenty ye rs 17 .s in the neighbourhood of .,25,000,000, liras, 
the solution of the rust problem seems to be necessary for the 
assurance of the future wheat production in hestem Canada, This 
labor tory has made much progress in a better understanding of the 
whole problem,and in the production of varieties resistant to the 
rust and suitable in other respects,

•inch striking fig r s ciimct ho presented in correction with the 
v/ork of the other labor at or ie , but it would be e: . . to justify the 
money spent in this way on the basis of the economic importance of the 
problem.; dealt with in each case. It is difficult to estimate the 
value of the sex-vie es rendered by each laboratory, flier e -.re the 
frequent cases of an individual grower whose crop bec ole s badly 
disea od, and such help as the laboratory can often give him means 
a great deal to him. This type of effort must justify the existence 
of the laboratories, i.loreover, e; oh laboratory is doing investie, tional 
work in an effort to solve or to be better prepared to cope with the 
problems of the district in which it is located.

Hew problems are continually arising in plant disease control 
and some have not been touched as. yet. In juebec a severe ouibre L 
of a destructive disease on apples called fire-blight has oeen v er„y-
bad for the past two years « Some work has been done in connect!1 n iui

should be done in order to be in a betterthis outbreak, but much more 
position to adequately meet the situation. Practical Ip -uo wlan u

been done among the vegetable growers in thispathological work has

V-
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province• Here is undoubtedly a field where a good deal of profitable 

work could be done#

Other facts could be given to illustrate the importance, to 

agriculture of the work done by the Division of Botany, but the ones 

iven serve to indie te : t v; lue» Iv sreems to us to l i uii .i^e

of this Division even under our present economic

t'u •

restrict the work
_ either by elimination of certain parts of the work

or the general lessening of all undertakings* 

discontinue partly completed investigational '■■oj.L

conditions
§ they have been doing,

To interrupt or to 
is to lose largely the v lue of the work done. It may be that the

gf

§
from its present condition is to be broughtsalvation of agriculture 

about through scientific 

the Division of Botany.

efforts such as are being carried on by

I

■

S

■
■
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HOTES OH THE WORK OF THE FEDERAL ENTOMOLOGICAL BRAHCH.

This Branchentered the field as a distinct Division of the
Such important practical re-Experimental Farm’s Branch in 1909. 

suits followed almost immediately upon the initiation of the
divisional activities that, within a very few years, the Division 
had been elevated to the status of a Branch with laboratories in

If the history of these laboratoriesall the provinces except P.E.I. 
be inquired into, it will be found that practically all new lines of
work have been undertaken in response to a demand from farmers or 
fruitgrowers societies or similar bodies•

In fact, the pressure for the department to undertake new lines 
of work to meet emergencies that constantly arise, has been so strong 
and so constant that one of the greatest difficulties encountered by 
the workers concerned has been to maintain various projects intact, 
in their efforts to meet urgent demands for new work.

Should a survey be now made of these laboratories, it would be 
found that, with few exceptions, they are manned by a particularly 
able, efficient and well trained staff, who have gradually mastered
the technique of a highly specialized field of work, have ’’grown into” 
their particular problem and are rendering indispensable service in

Hone of them attained their present
The problems of the prairie

their own particular fields, 
position of usefulness in a few months•
province farmer are so different from those of the fruitgrower of the

the corn-grower of Ontario, that noAnnapolis Valley, for example, or
however sound his basic training, could without years o± ex

perience and study be able to function usefully if transferred to
man,
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As well transfer a Bay of Fundy pilot to Vancouver.
A feature of the work of the Branch has been its readihess to 

co-operate in many projects throughout Canada with provincial and 
other organizations, and many lines of work officered by Dominion 
officials are partially financed by other bodies, 
approximately 55i in the appropriation of this Branch does not, 
therefore, represent work designed vaguely to "teach people how to 
farm" but is concerned with solving definite, tangible problems 
brought by the farmer or fruitgrower to the officials concerned for

As typical of the kind of work that is affected by 

the proposed cuts, the following may be cited:
Prairie provinces

another field.

The cut of6

their solution.

The great insect pests of the prairie provinces are locusts,
It may not be realized in Canada, as itarmy worms and cutworms, 

is in other countries, that the development on a commercial scale
and the first widespread use of the only satisfactory remedy for 
these pests was the work of a Canadian, an officer now employed by

the Entomological Branch.
The nature of the situation makes it impossible to draw up 

balance sheet showing the value of the various contributions to this 
service, but we may well ask what would have been the story of 

prairie farming without this particular piece of work, 
hundreds of square miles of territory and millions of bushels of 
grain menaced by locust outbreaks this year, with every trained man 
representing just so many thousands of acres saved, with the service 
undermanned already to meet any but the mos t pressing problems, it 
hardly seems the time to completely disrupt the entire organization

The most significant thing about

a

With

by losing any experienced men.
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these outbreaks on the prairies, from an economic standpoint, is 

that the threatened loss will not consist of a series of small 

losses spread over the entire country, but the total, or almost 

total, destruction of localized areas, resulting in the partial 
or complete wiping out of the crops of hundreds of individual
farms, a potential loss of approximately 50 million bushels being
involved.

To prevent the ruin of so many of our citizens, when it can 
readily be accomplished by present services, would appear to be an 

obligation of the government.

In further regard to prairie province problems , the Dominion 

officers are pioneers in the field of the forecasting of outbreaks 

of certain insects, such as pale western cutworm, 

break involving over half of the provinces of Alberta and Saskatch

ewan is said to be in prospect.

of which an out-

Since the methods involved in the
control of this insect are largely indirect, requiring, for their 

successful application, constant educational effort, which only 

these officers can supply, it would seem the part of wisdom to 
increase rather than diminish the staff of trained officers at this

particular time.

Orchard Insects

lTo crop more than the apple and other fruit crops is subject 
to such a variety of serious pests, nor requires more expert care 

to enable the end product to compete with that of our competitors in 

Hew York, Virginia or Washington, 

are responsible, to a very large extent, for recent progress in this 
industry; the growers owe them the spraying schedules that alone

In each province Dominion officers
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enable them to produce commercial crops and are constantly dependent 
them for advice regarding newly introduced pests, or old ones 

that have assumed new importance as a result of changing methods
The modern fruit trade would not have existed without

upon

of culture•
this service and it would soon slip back were it withdrawn or

The problems involved in the control of the apple 
maggot and oriental peach moth are particularly pressing at the
diminished.

present time.

insecticide and Fungicide investigations
The laboratory at Annapolis Royal is a pioneer in this field.

It functions through the development of new and cheaper sprays and 
combinations, and offers constant service in testing work, 
co-operative and commercial concerns serving the growers mate uheir

Branch officers

Many

purchases entirely on the advice of this laboratory, 
can no doubt give actual figures as to the many thousands saved through 
the substitution of white arsenic in poison bran mash for locus u
attacks and other methods of cheapening the mixture, which are their

The officers of this laboratory have made a placeown discovery•
for themselves in the farming industry that is quite indispensaole 
They are able to carry on so much work because of having available
in the busy season a number of partly trained student helpers.
Without them, their work is largely emasculated.

Parasite introduction
At Belleville is a laboratory known throughout the world for

The only hope we have for the control of 
many introduced pests is to fight them with their own natural enemies. 
The successful introduction of the parasites of the larch sawfly,

its work in this field.
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which, on a former occasion, devastated our forests all over Canada, 
is an example of the results that may follow this work.
European corn borer and the oriental peach moth situation demand 
that there be no relaxation of this work.

The

gf The certainty of the
introduction of new pests likewise demands that this group,of 
workers be kept intact• They have all had a training that cannot 
be learned in schools, have shown quite unusual enterprise in 
devising new methods and equipment to meet their very special needs. 
This organization is one of those most likely to suffer severely 
from these cuts, since several of the staff are on the so-called
"temporary" list.

Forest Insects
The importance of our forests in the national life of Canada 

is recognized by everyone, and all who have any acquaintance with 
the industry recognize the menace of insect outbreaks and appreciate 
the service already performed by the Division of Forest Insects.
It has been foremost in surveying and investigating the pests con
cerned, in co-operating with lumber companies, provincial departments 
and private owners.
tion in an original and practical form. 
has the confidence and respect of all interests, as a result of these 
efforts.

It has been active in disseminating informa-
The Division and its staff

Among the many emergency problems calling for prompt action, 
is an outbreak of a newly introduced species of sawfly that has al
ready defoliated hundreds of thousands of trees and is spreading 
rapidly. Absolutely the ohly organization that offers any hope of 
warding off the swift destruction of the white spruce stand in this 
area (Gaspç) is this Division.
other equally valuable work that they are doing requires more and

To do so without detriment to the

1
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not less assistance•
Co-operative Efforts

The importance of the co-operative efforts of the Branch have
only need be cited here by waybeen already mentioned, and one 

of example.

case

undertaken at the request of the hovaFour years ago there was
S00tia Fruitgrowers Association, the Canadian Horticultural Council

investigation into the problems 
Realizing that no one

and the Government of Nova Scotia, 
involved in the pollination of the apple crop.

Branch could handle so broad a question, a composite com

an

Division or
formed and the work carriedrepresenting all those concerned wasmittee

on as a co-operative project, designed to extend over a period of at
been carried on intensively andThe project hasleast five years. 

has already brought to light a number of quite new facts applicable
An efficient temporary staff has been

, and
to orchard work anywhere. 
brought together, has gained invaluable experience in the work
once disbanded can never be brought togetner again. Furthermore, 

everything done will have been lost.if dropped in its present stage
New Dangers

constantly exposed toCanadian forestry and agriculture are
the threat of new introductions, through modern methods of rapid

Theour borders• 
millions, actually reached

Two such menaces exist right across 
gypsy moth which has cost the U.S* many 
the province of Quebec in 1924 and was suppressed at the cost of

transit.

The menace still exists «
beetle is another potential pest of vast impor- 
in the northern island (Hakkaido) of Japan where

than in southern Ontario and Quebec.

$120,000.
The Japanese

tance. Flourishing
climatic conditions are more severe
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It was introduced into Philadelphia in 1922, is spreading rapidly and 

in the last year of which we have record, it cost the U.S. authorities 

approximately $445,000 in attempts to prevent further spread alone.

With such threats constantly present, in addition to the 

problems we already have it would appear that ultimately, and possibly 

very soon, we will lost much more than we have saved by the proposed 

We may well be forced promptly to re-establish these 

services, only to find that our trained personnel is non-existent and 

that there is no one to take their place; for, in this type of work, 

any but carefully selected and thoroughly trained men are worse than 

useless.

economies•

psg®iL.S:
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IMPORTANCE AUD PROGRESS OF SCIENTIFIC AGRICULTURE

The decreasing proportion of effort required to secure 
adequate food supplies in those sections of the world where 
scientific methods in agriculture are the most generally fol
lowed is among the most impressive trends in modern times.

This trend has been noticeable for some time as we 
have the authority of a comparatively recent history of Rome^^ 
for the claim that it required eighty per cent of the income 
of the married labouring man to secure the necessities of life 
in the time of Cicero. Scarcely more than a century since it 
is pointed out by Thorold Rogers in his "Six Centuries of Work 
and Wages" that it required fairly regular employment for the 
agricultural labourer in Britain at the weekly wage recorded 
to secure necessities. The approach to the Napoleonic war 
period of high food prices finds the weekly employment lengthen
ed until finally fifty-two weeks of the year aré insufficient. 
The hiatus is overcome by the statement that it is hard to un
derstand how existence was achieved during this period of high 
prices.

During the present century the advance has been more 
rapid and figures are available for measuring that advance.
The Dominion Bureau of Statistics provides these figures —

(1) Frank, T. An Economic History of Rome, 1920, 337.P*



3.27
5.54

24.11

63.5$

Jan. Jan. Jan. 
1921 1930 1932

¥ ¥ ¥

14.48 11.88 7.68

4.17 4.26 3.11
6.60 6.99 6.77

25.25 22.13 17.56

57.3$ 53.7$ 43.7$

1900 1910 1913
¥¥ ¥

5.48 6.95 7.34Foods
Fuel & 
Light 1.50 1.76 1.91

2.37 4.05 4.75Rent
9.35 12.76 14.00Total

Proportion of 
food to total

58.6$ 54.5$ 52.3$

Index Numbers Living Costs January 1932*

1913 a 100
Food. 105
Fuel & Light 152
Rent 158
Clothing 123

163Sundries
All items 133

Weighting for all items
35.0$Food

Fuel
18.5$
18.5$

20.0$

Rent
Clothing
Sundries

(2) Labour Gazette February 1932, p. 223.
(3) Ibid, p. 231.
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(2)Comparison of Prices of Food, Fuel and Light and Rent
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The evidence indicate® that the proportion of income 
expended for food is declining rapidly particularly during the 

present century.
The answerIf this be true what may be the cause? 

is obviously the improvement in technique made possible by 
investigation, invention and research and specifically the

general adoption of methods embraced under what is known

as scientific agriculture.
To avoid, any possibility of underestimating the im

portance of this cause it is only necessary to examine the 
records of some sections of the world where what is embraced

This is

more

under the term scientific agriculture is unknown.
A recent survey in a section of China where scient-possible.

ific agriculture is yet unknown finds the struggle against
starvation there so intense that the expenditure on fertilizer 
is greater than on education and authorities had to secure 
the assistance of the militia to help to collect not the 1931

(4)taxes but those of 1939
A report from India states that in the Acadian 

simplicity there prevailing 97 to 98 per cent of the total 
expenditure is necessary to secure the absolute necessities 
of life.

Apparently the benefits of scientific agriculture 
have been secured by society in general by securing food of 
better quality for the expenditure of a rapidly decreasing 
proportion of effort.

(4) Brown, H.D., and Li Min Liang. Survey of 50 farms on the 
Ching tu Plain, Shweckwan, China, 1828»
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This result is only achieved by improved technique 
by lowering production costs the direction which scientific 
agriculture has taken.

The declining proportion of effort spent on procuring 
food leaves a greater surplus for expenditure in other ways.
The proportion of income of the investigator or technical worker, 
however, which is spent on food is less than that of some other 
classes of society. Expenses of this class on other things such 
as books, supplies, periodicals, association fees, appear only 
able to move in one direction, which is upward.

If price per unit of product may be taken as a fair 
criterion of efficiency and perhaps it is as good a one as is 
available if quality be considered, then the benefits of the 
more general adoption of scientific methods appear convincing, 
vifhile progress has been rapid during this century, and the 
benefits passed on to society in general, this very progress 
reveals the way to greater accomplishment - provided invention, 
research and education are not interfered with.

Countries that fail to maintain this kind of service 
must expect to suffer in competition with those that continue 
ta place their faith in it.

It has been pointed out by Stanley Baldwin that en
couragement of invention and research is the best method of 
attacking the problem of unemployment.



• , THE federal appropriations for agricultural research
("Science" Vol. 75, No. 1935, page 134)

Science Service reports that items in the agricultural appro
priation bill, which were reduced below the Bureau of the Budget 
estimates for 1933 by the House Committee on Appropriations included 

lines of scientific research, which had already felt he piuningmany
knife of the agricultural chiefs and the bureau.

of the Budget estimates had pared the $235,664,694The Bureau
a decrease ofagricultural supply act of 1932 down to $186,243,405 --

Much of this was concerned with decreasedmore than $60,000,000. 
appropriations for road building and relief loans — in fact almost all

except about $10,000,000 to be cut from regular departmental
Actual savings of more than three millions, to revert to 

the treasury, were planned in various agricultural bureaus•
The house appropriations committee cuts from budget estimates, 

amounting to an additional ten million dollars, were made all along 
the line, and touched the following scientific investigations:

Administration of agricultural experiment stations, $13,646.
(Bureau of the Budget had recommended increase).

General weather service and research in Weather Bureau, $30,500.

of it
activities.

(Already cut $71,482).
Aerology, $26,900.
Animal Husbandry, $20,505 •
Diseases of animals, $6,000.
Dairy investigations, $9,900. 
Barberry eradication, $3,600. 
Cereal crops and diseases, $3,700.

(Already cut $225,000.)
(Already cut $29,495.) 

(Already cut $31,050.)
(Already cut $69,442.) 
(Already cut $177,140.)

(Already cut $19,575.)
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-Citrus canker eradication, g>2,100.
Cotton production and diseases, $2,600.
Rubber, fibre and other tropical plants, $1,500.

$25,031.)
Protection and administration, national forests, $76,500. 

cut $119,746.)
Forest products investigations, $2,200.
Agricultural chemical investigations, $5,600.

$5,851.)
Color investigations, $800.

(Already cut $7,900.)
(Already cut $12,100.)

(Already cut

(Already

(Already cut $25,460.) 
(Already cut

(Already cut $2,500.) 
Insecticide and fungicide investigations, $1,100. 

$10,000.)
(Already cut

Soil chemical and physical investigations, $200. 
Cereal and forage insects, $4,900.
Insects affecting man and animals, $4,300. 
Agricultural engineering investigations, $6,600. 

$58,550.)
Home economics investigations, $900.
Pink boll worm control, $5,600.
Gypsy and brown-tail moth control, $5,700. 
European corn borer control, $500,000.
Japanese beetle control, $25,000.

(Already cut $30.)
(Already cut $42,500.)

(Already cut $10,200). 
(Already cut

(Already cut $12,335.) 
(Already cut $61,000.)

(Already cut $65,000.) 
(Already cut $155,000.) 

(Already cut $45,000.)

Among other cuts made by the Bureau of the Budget and not touched 
by the committee was one of $40,840 from the soil erosion investigation 
appropriation last year.
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MEMORANDUM

Re: Reduction of Government Appropriation 
for March 31, 1932-33, for Administration 
of Destructive Insect and Pest Act.

The undersigned, viewing with a not inconsiderable 
degree of apprehension the reduction of appropriation for 
administration of Destructive Insect and Pest Act (Vote No.49) 
from the sum of 1705,000 to |328,300, a reduction of somewhat 

than half (Plant Pathology 49$, Entomology 45$), respect
fully suggest that this drastic reduction may have a very 
toward effect on the continuity of the work of these Scientific 
Departments, to the misfortune of our country at large, and we 
therefore submit for your consideration the following memorandum.

m

less
un-

m We realize fully the very great importance of measures
There can be no question aboutm of economy at the present time.

It will, however, be conceded, we believe, that the more 
important services of the Government should be crippled the least, 
especially when such services are in themselves of the highest

In such cases, a

that.

importance in saving money for the country, 
small economy is bound to result in a large loss, which, however,
may not appear in the bookkeeping accounts.

We do not know on what grounds the axe of economy has been 
applied so severely to the Scientific Services, but, in 
case it be based on the theory that overproduction is one

1.
ar■B
s
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2.
V

of our present evils and that this is fostered by research,
we respectfully submit our opinion that the question of 

whether or not there is real overproduction in the world

M
to-day is beside the point, because the aim of scientific
research is not necessarily greater, but cheaper and 

efficient production, by which alone Canada 

with other countries.

more

ilcan compete 

A comparison of States which

support research and those which do not is sufficient 

dence of the value of such work.
evi- mi

ItThe present widespread
fear of Russian competition in the world markets mJis based

even in her hour of direst economic need, 

that country has been using every effort to increase re-

ssjon the fact that,

msearch ,nd its application to agriculture and industry.

1)6 °annot conceive that the Government of Canada 

a less far-sighted policy.

In case that the cut of appropriation to the Laboratories 

of Plant Pathology and Entomology indicates that they 

not esteemed at their true value, we venture to point out : 

They protect against importation of diseases 

by inspection at ports (witness the country's 

freedom from black wart disease in potatoes).

They assist export trade by inspection and 

certification of crops and products (for ex

ample, the potato, apple (and other crop) 

inspection service).

; will adopt v:
II

2.

are

(a)

(b)

(c) They apply scientific research to the study 

and control of existing diseases and to the

r
■

W
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breeding of disease-resistant varieties of 
crop plants.

It would seem that few of these activities
can be even temporarily reduced and few even of the 
smaller laboratories closed without loss to the country.

Of particular value, for example, at the 
present time, in view of the need of diversifica
tion of Western agriculture, is the work being 
carried on with clovers and other forage crops 
in the Dominion Plant Pathology Laboratories at

The growing of cloverSaskatoon and Edmonton.
and other legume crops, so necessary in any system 
of diversified agriculture has never been satis
factorily established on the prairies, due chiefly

At these laboratoriesto excessive "winter killing", 
it has recently been found that much of the so-called 
winter killing is really due to disease, the organism

With thisof which flourishes at low temperatures.
knowledge available, progress can now be made in

On the otherthe production of resistant varieties.
) hand, there are proposals to use this knowledge for

It is believed thatexactly the opposite purpose. 
it would be possible to infest certain species of 
noxious weeds with this disease and thus have a bio
logical method of weed control.

Vigilance in the inspection of imports cannot
safely be relaxed.

________________________________________________ m
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Inspection and. certification of exports cannot

be abandoned without sacrifice of trade. Incidentally,

its abandonment would seem to annul any prospect of re

moval of the British embargo on potatoes from Canada.

3. Especially important with regard to the future is the fact 

that interruption in the training of a technical staff 

would result from cessation of temporary employment of 

students during the summer, which would have disastrous 

results. The demand has been for better trained specialists. 

Universities and Agricultural Colleges have attempted to 

meet this demand in Entomology, Plant Pathology, Genetics, 

etc.; but with their accustomed means of support, namely, 

summer work, discontinued, the students in question will 

abandon their careers, the investment in their training 

will be sacrificed and many years will have to elapse be- 

for a supply of well trained men can again be available.

It might be pointed out that the summer employ

ment of senior and graduate University students is the 

most efficient and economical means of obtaining high grade 

assistance in seasonal agricultural work. Without such 

assistance the permanent and higher paid officials must be 

severely handicapped and a large part of the irreducible 

expenditures wasted.

In view of the fundamental nature of the Scientific Ser4.

vices and of the general excellence of the personnel 
thereof, it would seem wiser to economise in the secondary 
services, dependent on the Scientific Services and em-

■■■■
v';F$
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A
ploying a less highly trained staff.

/ It is a matter of common knowledge that great

economies could be made in the governmental expenditures 

on agriculture without loss of efficiency. 

not this is the time to tackle that larger problem is

Whether or

.another question.

There is, for example, in the matter of "Illus-

tration Farms" and Experimental Farms" much duplication

Further, part of theo
'K ,

vV“ , V*£Lto the present-day farmers.

It is a fact that the Divisions which have 

. received the heaviest cuts (Entomology and Plant Pathology)
AVj&^ '"^^;' :are just the divisions which are doing work of the most

.rvital importance and work which does not duplicate Pro- 

T %V ' vincial effort. Further, the standard of tàchnical train-
vv>

of Provincial and Dominion effort.

experimental work at the latter is, in our opinion (based 

the personal experience of one of us), of an obsolete 

type, valuable in pioneer days but of very little value

Many examples could be given.

on

ing and efficiency is very much higher in these divisions

"Politics"than in the Agricultural Services generally, 

have never entered into their work as they have into some/>X

The value of many phases ofof the Agricultural Services, 

their work is to-day receiving wide recognition, outside of

Canada as well as within the Dominion.

The question of curtailing expenditures on 

Illustration Farms, etc. is fraught with political diffi- 

If, however, the present Government is prepared 

to face such difficulties for the general good of Canada,

culties.

________________________________
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this might he a very opportune time to undertake the
reorganization of the entire agricultural services of 
the country.

'Sm

Criticism of the present system is not
confined to those outside of it, and a qualified com
mission would undoubtedly find willing co-operation 
from most men in the Service. Reorganization which
would involve economies in expenditure and at the 
time increase the output of vital

samem
research and methods

of application of knowledge gained from r esearch could, 
without doubt, be effected. To avoid recurrence of du
plication and inefficiency, a permanent Agricultural 
Advisory Board should, in our opinion, later be appointed.

4a. tf0 make our plea for reconsideration of the estimates the 
more hopefully because of the insignificant saving which 
this reduction affords 

I to the protection of the 
the country from disease and insect pests is only $325,000 
(reduced from $700,000), a mere bagatelle compared with 
the values at stake.

The amount assigned,for example, 
crops, pastures and forests of

Signed:Dept.of Botany

IT Physics

IT Chemistry

T! Zoology

of McGill University.

1
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March 2nd, 10 32*

Mgr. A. V. Joseph Flotte, P.^A 
Rector, Université de i'ontréâl, 
Montreal.

* »

P» Q»

My dear Hon seigneur 1 lotte,

The recent action of the Government in the 
direction of economy includes a reduction of the appro» 
priât Ion for the work of the Laboratories of Plant 
Pathology and Entomology frcm . 703,000 to 328,50 0 » 

a reduction of sanenrhat ever 50 .

the work of these Labora-As you are aware,
tories is fundamental in character, employing expert 
scientific workers who have prepared t hem se 1 ve s by long 
training, and are, for the most part, products of our 
universities* The rork itself is aimed at the protection 
of our country against the importation of diseases, afxcrde 
adequate inspection at ports and applies scientific research 
to the problems of damage and disease by animal and plant 
pests.

I cannot but believe that the above reduction 
is so drastic as to cripple most seriously this important 
work, and to prejudice its future by alienating the men 
now preparing for the scientific work of the Government 
in future.

In view of the importance of the matter, it 
occurs to me that we might co-operate with Toronto and 
uoencf in making suitable representations of the whole 

issue to the Ministers of Finance, Agriculture and the 
Interior at Ottawa; and I venture, therefore, to suggeet 
that as a preliminary step we exchange memoranda^ with a 
view to agreeing on the terme of a protest and arranging 
for an appointment in Ottawa.

Ever yours faithfully,

.

;V
>:
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Vu-’Principal’s Office
JJ(rSJ/ y (Queen’s Bllnibcrsity^Kingston, ©at.

March 10th,1932

.

A

My dear Sir Arthur,

Thank you for your letter of March 2nd about 
the reduction of the appropriation for the work of the Labor
atories of Plant Pathology and Entomology. We very strongly 
deplore the suggested reduction as being really an extravagance 
for which the country would pay dearly were it carried out. Aed- 
$mong its worst effects would be the disruption of the 
which would mean that young researchers would lose confidence 
in the government and could not be easily recalled if it 
at any time proposed to restore the service.

service,

were

I enclose with this a brief memorandum 
drawn up by Professor MacClement, the Head of our Department 
of Biology and Botany.

We shall be very glad to co-operate with
you in any manner that you think best.

Yours very sincerely,

/V-; H— '
Principal.

Sir Arthur W. Currie, 
Principal,
McGill University, 
Montreal, P.Q,.



He Reduced Appropriations for Departments of Plant Pathology 
and Entomology.

1. Conservative estimates of the damages resulting from Flanu 
Diseases and Insect pests declare that at least 10$ 01 the 
annual value of the crops and of the products of domestic^ 
animals are lost to the farmers of the country in spite of 

certain results of control devised and operated by themany
Departments of Plant Pathology and Entomology.

2. The starving of these departm nts is a direc u b-ow a u ^e 
prosperity of the foundation of national weal n in Canaaa^ and 
reduces very greatly the value of the e± x or us oeing made oo 

agriculture from its almost desperate condition ofrescue 
depression.

Canadian departments of defence against fungal and insect 
pests have repeatedly lost many of their most ej.i ici ent men oec .-.use 
of the meagre salaries paid up to the presenu. 
duction of salaries or opportunity for progress will result in 
again reducing to comparative inefficiency the staff, which has 
but very recently become somewhat adequate.

Because 
be used lthe workers have to depend but slightly on popular and public 
support, and to expect*that of the well-informed statesmen, who 
look beneath the surface, as well as anticipate the future,m 
formulating policies for the benefit of the country at large.

3.
Any further re-

0f the technical nature of the methods which have to 
in the scientific research on which pest control rests,4.

5. The Universities of Canada have only within the last decade 
been able fnr to produce a number of young men qualified to do 
acceptable work in the departments of plant and animal protection. 
If no outlet for the activities of men thus trained is afforded 
in Canada, there will certainly be a lack of qualixied investi
gators when they are again desired.

mm



March 2nd, 19 32*

Principal W. Hamilton Fyfe, 
Queen* s University,
K6n6»*oh, Bn tarlo.

My dear Principal,

recent action of the Government 
in tne direction of economy includes a reduction 
of the appropriation for the work of the Laboratories 
of -lant Pathology and of ""ntomology from 4705,000 
to i528,300, a reduction of eone what over 50^.

_ Ae y°u are aware, the work of these
Laboratories In fundamental in character, employing 
expert scientific workers who have prepared themselves 
oy long training, and are, for the most part, products 
o our Universities. The work itself isalmed~at th o 
protection of our country against the importation of 
diseases, affords adequate inspection at ports and 
applies scientific research to the problems of damage 
find disease by animal and plant pests.

1 cannot but believe that the above 
reduction is ao drastic as to cripple moat seriously 
t.iis important work, and to prejudice its future by 
alienating the men now preparing for the sclent!fie 
work of the Government in future.

In view of the Importance of the work, 
iv occurs to me that we might co-operate with Toronto, 
and the University of Montreal in making suitable re
presentations of the whole lo ue to the Ministers of 
Finance, Agriculture and the Interior at Ottawa, and 
I venture, therefore, to suggest that as a preliminary 
step we might exchange memoranda, and,if we could 
agree on the terms of a protest, arrange for an appoint
ment in Ottawa.

Ever yours faithfully,

4W
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March. 2nd, 1952»

Sir Robert Falconer, K.C.M.G. , LL« I., 
Preeia ent, Toronto University, 
Toronto, Ontario.

My dear Principal,

The recent action of the Government in tie 
direction txf economy includes a reduction of the 
appropriation for the nork of the Laboratories of 
Plant' Pathology and Entomology from £705, 000 to 
§528,500 - a reduction of g cane whet over 50";,

As you are aware, 
tories is fundamental in character, employing expert 
scientific workers who have prepared themselves by 
long training, and are, for the most part, products 
of our universities. The work itsclj is almeo. at 
the protection of our country against the importa
tion of diseases, affords adequate inspection at 
per to and applies scientific research to the pro» 
blems of damage and disease by animal and plant 
peste.

the work of these I.atora-

m

I
iï

I cannot but believe that the above reduc
tion is so drastic as to cripple most seriously 
this important work, and to prejudice its future 
by alienating the men now preparing for the scien
tific work of the Government in future*

In view of the importance of the matter, 
it occurs to me that we might co-operate with ^ ueens 
and the University of Montreal in making suitable 
representations of the whole issue to the Ministers 
of Finance, Agriculture and the Interior, at Ottawa; 
and I venture, therefore, to suggest that as a tt 
llminary step we exchange memoranda, with a view to 
agreeing on the terms of a protest and arran ing for 
an appointment in Ottawa.

IF

6--
El

;E Ever y extra faithfully,IS:
; -,

6■
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preei&cnt’s ®mce. £

March 4, 1932

Dear Sir Arthur Currie r
- ->

In Sir Robert Falconer's absence 

I beg to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of March 2 

regarding the reduction in the appropriation of the Laboratories 

of Plant Pathology and Entomology by the G-overnmant at Ottawa* 

Sir Robert Falconer has had a sharp attack of influenza, and will 

not be in his office until next week* 

unable to prepare a memorandum to be submitted to the other 

Universities, but I am sure he would support any action that may 

be taken by them in regard to the reduction.

E

He will therefore be

On his return to his office your letter

will be submitted to him.

Yours sincerely.

t

President's Secretary.

Sir Arthur Currie, G.C.M.G 
Principal, McGm University, 
Montreal.

• •
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Iprestôent’s Office.

& M
pizv

:1. March 15, 1932
I, Kr My dear Sir Arthur;if--' Z

I am sending you a copy of a letter that I

have Just received from Professor Thomson, the head of our depart

ment of botany, in regard to the matter that you brought before me 

in your letter of March 2nd dealing with the proposal of the Govern

ment at Ottawa to reduce the appropriation for the work of the 

laboratories of plant pathology and Entomology from $705,000 to

I was absent through illness from my office when your$328,300.

letter came, and this Is the first opportunity I have had of sending

I hope that Professor Thomson*s letter mayyou anything definite.

be of some help to you.

Yours sincerely,

Sir Arthur Currie, G.C.M.G., 
Principal, McGill University.

President.

»mv.SI;

®i'-

V

■v.
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PRESIDENT’S OFFICE

University of Toronto, 
Department of Botany, 
March 11, 1932

COPY.

Sir Robert Falconer, K.C.M.S 
President,
University of Toronto.

•»

Dear Sir Robert•

With regard to Sir Arthur Currie’s letter suggesting 

that this University co-operate with other Universities in making

representations to the Government at Ottawa as to the importance of the 

plant patnoiOgical and entomological services of the Dominion Department

of Agriculture, I may say that this department is 

the suggestion is one worthy of our active support, 

have shown themselves to be of fundamental

unanimous in feeling that 

The services involved 

importance to the economic 

welfare of the Dominion and to the development of scientific information 

in their respective fields.

In our opinion the inspection and preventive service alone 

more than justifies the funds required 

far as work in connection with plants is 

that within the last fifty years

to carry on the entire work. In so

concerned, it is general knowledge

several disastrous diseases have caused

enormous losses which in every case, except that of stem rust of wheat,

have been caused by an organism recently introduced from some foreign 

country. For example, chestnut blight, which destroyed the magnificent 

chestnut forests of the Eastern United States, was due to a fungus 

Likewise the citrus canker which cost theintroduced from the Orient.

j«lf states millions of dollars to eradicate was caused by a bacterium 

introduced from Japan. To mention one more of similar cases, the blister 

rust which threatens the ultimate destruction of our white pine, came to

It is difficult to see how 

the suspension of a service which gives us a reasonable measure of

us from Europe in shipments of nursery stock.
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proteotion from new importations of such devastating pathogens and at the 

same time provides us with a supply of certified disease-free potatoes, 

raspberries, etc. for seed and export purposes can be justified on the

grounds of economy*

In addition there is involved the organisation and effectiveness

These laboratories, scattered fromof a whole network of laboratories.

coast to coast, have been built up through tireless unremitting effort

and render a valuable service to theduring the last twenty-five years,

agricultural industry through their investigations of local and general

In the Plant Pathologicalproblems in every line of agricultural activity.

laboratories in British Columbia devoted to thoseService there are

intricate physiological problems like "Drought Spot" and "Corky Cor©” 

of the apple which are involved in cultivation under irrigation. On the

laboratories devoted to cereal pathology in which studies are

root rot diseases of wheat and stem rust

Prairies are

made of such important problems as

In OHtario a laboratory is located in the Niagara peninsula ■
IIof cereals.

for the investigation of fruit diseases and the central laooratory of the

In the Maritime Provinces there are laboratories,

;-m

m■ :
§IH

Division is at Ottawa.

strategically located, which serve the fruit growing districts of the

Prom these laboratories

SI
J«■I

Annapolis Valley and the potato producing areas, 

there have come not only results of immediate practical importance but

also contributions to pure science which have won recognition throughout 

For example the paper by Dr. J. H. Craigie, of the Dominion 

Rust Research Laboratory at Winnipeg, on sex in rust fungi was given the 

"Eriksson Award" as the most outstanding contribution to cereal pathology

: xt
S■

1
:|1

lma

the world.

presented at the last World1s Botanical Conference at Cambridge.

Prom our own standpoint, we are especially interested because 

we have in this department eighteen postgraduate students in plant 

pathology and mycology who are undergoing special training to enable them

I

§j
■m

;I
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to undertake the very problems for which theee laboratories were 

To disrupt the plant pathological and entomological 

services of the Department of Agriculture will lead to a type of 
loss that cannot be balanced against a temporary saving in the budget. 

The men who will be dismissed and the men in training are of a very 

highly specialised type whose service is necessary for safety and 

efficiency in the production of our food, and thus basic to the économie 

recovery of the country.

organised.

Yours sincerely,

(Signed) R. B. Thomson
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MACDONALD COLLEGE
McGILL UNIVERSITY

RAILWAY STATIONS AND EXPRESS: POST OFFICE:

MACDONALD COLLEGE, QUE., CANADASTE. ANNE DE BELLEVUE. QUE.
FACULTY OF AGRICULTURE

OFFICE OF THE DEAN

March 8th, 1952.

Sir Arthur W. Currie, G.C.M.G.,K.C.B. 
Principal & Vice-Chancellor,
McGill University,
Montreal, Que.

Bear Sir Arthur:

I am enclosing revised copy 

of the memorandum in regard to proposed re

duction in agricultural services and which

I am also includingI gave you at your house.

other material which some of the memberssome

of the staff have prepared.

Yours faithfully,

Bean.

HB/Y
ENCLO/

-Jt -
z?j. r£-W

JL " z>r
$
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Comments on Proposed Reduction in Dominion Grant 
for Agriculture.

In considering the reduction in the Agricultural Grant for 
the Dominion Department of Agriculture for 1932-33, one is confronted 
with the difficulty of not knowing exactly how it will 
the various branches•

apply within
It would appear, however, that for the depart

ment as a whole the cut of some 33$ in the appropriation is one of
the largest proposed in the Government Service.

With some of the proposed reductions one cannot disagree in 
these times, in fact one might be tempted to make them larger did
circumstances permit. The grant of $150,000 for a Vjtorld Grain 
Congress under present conditions would be hard to justify were s

The reduced assistance to Fairs will not 
be popular but it is possible that this form of 
tance may have been overdone in the past.
be reduced now and Exhibitions can find various ways of making the 
necessary adjustments.

we not committed to it.

agricultural assis-
In any case, it can well

One ±inds in the estimates that one important branch, namely, 
Live stock, is cut less than 10$, while another, Administration of 
Destructive Insect and pest Act, considered vital from a crop pro
duction standpoint is cut over 50$. 
business, the production of quality fruit, and farm crop protection 

against injurious insects depend directly upon this service. A 
fifty per cent service will certainly involve grave risks.

The certified seed potato
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The Experimental Farms Branch is cut some $800,000, or
approximately 39$, the Health of Animals Branch, a like amount, or 

By limiting the area of Tuberculosis eradication work it35$.
would seem that with the amount allotted the Health of Animals
Branch might carry on its important health protective service

But in the case of the Experimental 
which constitute the major investigation and related services

without undue disturbance.
Farms
of the department, such a substantial cut is likely to cripple vhe 
work as a whole,if the reduction is to take the form of general cur- 

It is believed by many familiar with the work that thetailment.
effect of such a drastic cut can only be met satisfactorily by the

Such a course naturally wouldelimination of a number of farms, 
be unpopular with those immediately affected, including the repre
sentatives of the constituencies in which farms might be discontinued^

to
but such opposition should not be allowed^jeopardize the value of

the work as a whole •
Farm Economics is a new branch and represents a type of work

It is being greatly stressednot sufficiently developed in Canada, 
in other countries where information regarding types of farm organi
zation, operation costs, production and marketing trends, and the 
commercial relations of agriculture is proving of great value, 
only to farmers but to business men and Governments as well, 
is regrettable that such a small appropriation should be reduced 
28$, or from $12,000.00 to $8,600.00, and with two men on the present 
staff with salaries of $7,620.00 it is difficult to understand how 
they can function effectively.

not
It
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It is understood that all employees of the department who 
are classified in the category known as "Temporary" have been 
notified that their services would not be required after March 31st.
This is a more drastic step than it might seem because many of those 
affected, while classed as, "Temporary" have actually been employed 
in the Service for a considerable period and are doing extremely
valuable and highly specialized work, not to mention that many of 
them are married men withofamilies. It may be said that these so- 
called temporary men constitute largely the front line Service, in 

contact with farm con-that they are field operators in immediate 
ditions, and farm people, 
the permanent staff because much of the

They .add tremendously to the value of

work, while planned and
directed by the permanent staff is given effect through 
the "Temporary" category.

those in
Young men, with the most recent and the 

best training, are to be found in this category,
are receiving the lowest rate of pay in the department.

and incidentally

The Dominion Government carries the largest single 
agricultural work in Canada.

share of
This Service is the greatest con-

and the Government,tribution the Government makes to agriculture, 
thanks to the Universities, is now in a position to find highly 
trained young Canadians for that service. To drop all the younger 
men in the way proposed must mean not only serious disorganization
in many of the Services, but also the loss for all time of a number 
of the best trained young men in it, and the discouraging of others 
who contemplate entering it.
but the ultimate effect as well that should be considered.

It is therefore not only the immediate
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the Government to effect economies in govern- 
admittedly essential to the 

deserving of the utmost sympathy and support.
clerical work, or the postpone-

The efforts of
mental services and departments are
present situation and
The curtailment of merely routine or 
ment of projected public works will have no permanent effect upon

On the other hand, the mostthe future development of the country, 
careful discrimination as affecting vital services is essential, to

that the basic framework of our organizations and the machinery
It may be

ensure
is not irreparably injured.necessary for future progress 

that reorganization is called for, hut it must he recognized that re-
and interdependent units must be an exadjustment of such intricate
probably could only be safely undertakenceedingly delicate task and 

after much expert thought and advice, such as could only be given in
properly qualified independent commission.

and drastic cuts proposed in
some cases by a

It would appear that the sudden 
certain of the public services, and 
seriously to disorganize and unbalance

notably in agriculture, are likely 
the machinery that has been 

to definite needs, tobuilt up over a period of years in response 
terminate established work of proven value, to disrupt the progress

of development and toof promising investigations now in process
Everyone recognizesprevent the inception of further needful work, 

that never in the present century has agriculture been in such sore
The progress made during this century is due, in no small

now to be
distress.
measure, to these very services, which, apparently are

sympathetic and earnest a government 
interests of agriculture, it is extremely

seriously curtailed, 
may be in advancing the

However
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doubtful if any form of assistance can eq.ua! scientific service.
Every country in the world recognizes that this is the test contri
bution that can be made to agriculture and even those in much greater 
distress than ourselves continue to build and extend this service.

It is too often erroneously believed that the benefit from the
sums expended on scientific service for agriculture are enjoyed by the 
farming population alone. The fallacy of this can be seen in the fact
that in all countries where the services of scientific agriculture have 
been enhanced, the proportion of income expended on food is rapidly 
declining, while at the same time the quality of food has been greatly 
improved. Nor is it to be supposed that this service has been limited
to the field of agricultural production alone; nor, in addition, has 
it merely had to do with the marketing of farm products, 
effect may be most apparent in the sound development of the country’s 
trade and commerce.

Its ultimate

Canada’s position in the export trade for farm 
products has never been more critical than it is today, 
herself with a surplus quantity of a larger number of products than

She f inds

ever before. It is imperative that they be sold abroad, but, with 
all of these she has to face the most formidable kind of competition.
Behind every single product that is now in a position to command con
sideration in the export trade is to be found a network of services, 
including education, regulation and research, based largely on govern
ment services.

The seed potato industry of Canada is an excellent example of 
The research that determined the cause of the various 

diseases and the remedies, the educational work that resulted in 
the widespread adoption of such remedies, the organization that 
placed the work on a sound business basis, the inspection that 

enables this business to be maintained and that keeps the established

this fact.
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Thuastandards intact, are all the creation of scientific service.
industry representing the product of 40,000.acres of

its existence to the activities of
an entirely new 
intensively cultivated land owes 
the Department of Agriculture, 
appropriate example. 
employed by our fruit growers

The Canadian apple trade is an equally 
The research on which the pest control schedules

is based, is the work of trained special- 
fraction of the orchards were sprayed

The
Fifteen years ago only a

commercial orchard is possible without spraying.
ists.
while today no 
advanced cultural methods followed, many of the superior varieties 

and the inspection of the product,
even

grown, the organization of the growers 
have again, to a great extent, been dependent upon scientific service

The result is only too clear at the presentand official regulation.
While neither potatoes nor apples command a high price, certifiedtime.

seed potatoes are now being sold at a premium of fifty per cent
few farm products that can be sold a t a

, and

quality apples are among the
We might equally well take any other agricultural product fromprofit, 

wheat to eggs to illustrate the dependence of agriculture upon such

service.
Our position with any of these products is not yet so secure

Certainthat we can afford to diminish our efforts in any way. 
agricultural industries may be temporarily distressed and their 
product may now be of low value in the world’s markets, but to
relinquish their position might mean a great sacrifice ultimately

discontinued, or tooand the services upon which they depend, once 
drastically curtailed, cannot be readily brought back again with the
return of more normal conditions.

Of late years, work of much potential value in certain fields 
has been undertaken and, indeed, has reached a point where returns
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of value are to "be anticipated. It does not seem good business, 
therefore, to lose irrevocably all that has gone into this work in
trying to tide the country over an admittedly serious temporary

In the present struggle for world markets our scientific 
services are the weapons upon which we must depend to enable us to 
overcome the competition we are compelled to face.

situation.

The severest blow that will be dealt by the proposed reductions, 
however, is to the human material, i.e. to the technical personnel.
We do not refer to the personal effect upon the men themselves, but 
the effect on the future development of Canada. For years it has been 
urged that Canada lacked a sufficient body of trained men, that, in 
spite of what was being accomplished, a different and more thorough 
training, a new view-point and a different method of approach 
necessary to enable us to meet modern competitive methods* 
challenge was accepted by the universities, which, at considerable 
cost to themselves and with no appreciable assistance from the 
government, built up an organization capable of meeting these

was
This

supposed needs. As a result, there are now available a more 
adequate force of competent young Canadians trained and equipped 
in Canada to solve Canadian problems.

The proposed sudden cessation of activities means that these 
men must find employment elsewhere and, not only that, but it will 
force others in a less advanced state of training to look elsewhere 
for their life work, 
is over we will neither have these same men nor others to take their

The result will be that when this time of stress

places* These men will be irrevocably lost to us; the care and 
effort that went into their training will be lost; the money that 
they and the country have spent on their special education will be
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ogist is not something that can be improvised in a few months of years, 
for the fact should not be lost sight of that those who are now com
pleting their work, or have but recently completed it, 
the result of a long and more careful

are not only
process of training, but also 

of a more rigid system of selection than ever before. The country 
even more than in prosperous times, whenneeds their services now

wastefulness is less harmful.
One effect of the proposed action is the elimination of large 

numbers of the so-called temporary staff. Many of these are the
very men who by virtue of their training are capable of rendering a 
very special service and many of them constitute the connecting link 
between the farmer and science. Temporary helpers are the cheapest 
and most effective type of assistance available to enable the work
of the higher officers to find express ion in field service, without 
which the farmer contact is largely lost. Moreover, it is from this
group that many of the effective workers of the future should 

would it not therefore be sounder policy in these trying times to 
take stock of the situation with a view to determining not only what 
services should be eliminated or curtailed but also those that should 
be conserved and even strengthened.

come •

In addition to the foregoing, a serious blow is struck at the
morale of the remaining staff, who see the efforts of years brought 
to nothing. The spirit of an organization is not something that can
be built up at a moment1s notice and it is this factor that will bear 
most heavily on the most efficient and valued members of departments.
If we have faith in the future of our country, may we not well question 
whether we are justified in paying so heavy a price to tide us over a
merely temporary emergency.


